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Clarion Prexy
Studies

At Pan Am
Dr.
James
Gemmell,
President of Clarion College in
Clarion Pennsylvania, has
arrived at Pan Am as consultant to Dr. Nichols, vie
presidenl of student affairs. He
is also instructing a seruor
seminar on business.
. DR . .JAMES GEMMELL (right) president of Clarion State College in
DrGernmellisatPanA.mfor
six months as a visiting inClarion, Penn., chats with Dr. J. C. Nichols (left) and student reporter
struclor. Every seven years
Sam Diaz (center). Dr. Gemmell is a visiting instructor and consultant to
Gemmell is given lhe opDr. ichols, Pan Am academic vice president.
portunitv to take a leave or
absence from Clarion College to
teach at another university.
Dr Gemmell has served as
presid nl of Clarion ollege for
the past 15 years and has taught
at Penn State and schools in
Finland and London
By ALLY PREll\.lSBERGER
The proposed budget for 1975- was d1stributed through other' Dr Gemmell is native of
College expenses often cannot 76 takes into consideration forms of financial aid, ineluding
be met by the student alone.
skyrocketing prices on such ~olarships. ?11e t~tal sum of
Help to meet expense is nee ssities as gasoline The financial aid given this
available to students through •budget offered lo a commuter,
academic year was $2,706,691.
the Financial Aid Office.
for instance. is up to 1490
Statistics from June indicate
Finan ia1 Aid lS located in the compared to 1365 available that GO per cent of students on
The Spring registration count
University enter. room 108. Its last year
financial aid are women.
purpose is to help students
at Pan American University
Frank G. Herrera, director of
Mr. Herrera considers the has exc.-eeded the previous fall's
further their education by financial aid, gave figures on
giving financial assistance the various £onns of financial reason for this as the difficulties count for: the third time in the
women encounter in finding past five years, according lo
through
loans.
grants, aid offered to students.
scholarships and work study or
Financial aid, he said, has outside jobs and the patience Bill Morris, director of adcampus employment.
.
only a certain amount lo they exercise in filling out their missions.
To apply for financial aid, the distribute. The only exception is application forms.
Morris, reported that as of the
applicant must submit tbe the basic educational op12th d ss day. which was
Mr. Herrera said financial Aid Saturday, Pan American had
general
application
for porturuty grant which is totally
financial assistance. This in- fed ral governm nt funded and is planning an elusive budget registered 7.252 students.
counseling program to explain This is an increase of 125 or two
cl udes a family financial has no ceiling limit.
forms and answer questions per cent over the 7,127 who
statement and a $3.50 fee.
Figures compiled Jan. 14,
OeadUnes for applications 1975, show that a total of 3,170 students might have about registered last fall nd 514 or
are June 1 for the fall semester, students were given some kind financial aid forms.
eight per cent over the 6.738 who
•ov. l for the spring and April 1 of financial aid this past year.
or the 3, 170 persons on registered in spring 1!174.
for the summer sessions.
Herrera's figures show that: financial aid, less than 100 are
From the results of surveys $843,478 was given in Joa~ from out of state. TI1esc persons
and labor statistics, the S430.700 was pai.d to the work- are recorded as coming from as
financial aid office prepare a study program; grants totaled far away as California, Idaho
budget allowance for students.
1,321,798 in aid and ~110,715 and Washington.

.

Financial Aid Assis-ts Students
In Meeting Obligations

otiand and has lived in the
United tates since the age of
rune.
He received his BS in
Economic from the University
of Wyoming and Larami~
Wyoming. He earn •d a MS in
Psychology
from
State
University of
ew York,
Albany. H gained his PH.D. in
Business Education at
ew
York ni\'er 1ty in 'ew York
City.
He is ei.-pecially impressed
with the potential, flexibility
and growth of th uni\'ersity.
Or. Gemmell is an avid golfer
and basketball fan.
Anyone wishing to visit
should go by his office in room
110 in the Library building.

Spr1ng
• Reg1strat1on
.
•
Count Exceeds Fall

Youngman Runs For City Seat
Pan American Uruversity's
director or Cooperative and
Continuing Education, L.A.
!Red) Youngman, has flied for
a seal in the Edinburg City
CommissJon election April 1.
Youngman came to Edinburg
and Edinburg Junior College in
1946 as chairman of the

Physical Science . Deparbnent
He served two years in the U.S.

Navy during World War Two. In
addition to teaching duties, he
coached footba II. basketball
and baseball when Pan
American was a Junior College.
He also has engineering experience.

The largesl mcreases were in
the beginnrng fre hman and
special graduate I student
holdin~ a master's degree)
classes with 33 per cenl and 6i
per cent respective increases.
The number or students
trans[ rring to Pan Am is up 20
per cent and this along with an
86 per cent increas in the
students returning to college
after lJeing out on or more
semesters
contributed
s1gnilicanUy to this increase.

Day Care Committee
Completes Proposal

The day care committee of
the Pan American University

Th honors Youngman has Student
Association
has
received inc1ude the Piper mmoleted a proposal and are
Professor Award and the _now waitin_g for approval of the
Fellow award from the Te as budget and the estimated cost
Academy of Science... He has of u ing the Edinburg Safety
served as president of the Texas Building. according to Santana
action of the American Gonzalez, chairman.
The suggested budget must
(Cont. OD P·2)
be approved by dean of men.

Ricardo Chapa; Dr. Miguel
•~varez. vice pr sident for
student affairs; Dr. John
lchols, vice president of
academic affairs; and the grant
corrumss1on, said Gonzalez.
The committee requests that
people interested in I.he day
care center contact PAUSA
officials in the University
Center. :11-t. added Gonzalez.

Students Will Suffer From Crude Oil Crunch
By Bill Gdffin

President Gerald Ford, Feb. I
placed a $1 -a-barrel tariff on
all imported crude oil. This
tariff will affect at least 80 per
cent of the 6,800 students
enrolled who commute to the
Pan
Am
campus
from
throughout the Valley.
Prices at the gas pump are
expected to increase 5 to 10
cents on each gallon of gas. The
cost of other oil products will
increase to further pinch tbe
students' wallets.
Remundo Gonzales, a junior
majoring in panish at Pan Am.

commutes everyday from the work-study program and is
1ercedes, approximately 25 employed on a part-time basis
miles from the campus.
by the U.S. Deparbnent or
He drives a late model eight Agriculture His hours are
cylinder Mercury Comet that limited and he earns $i0 a
use regu]ar gas. On the month
average it costs 2 to make the
He worked for the USDA Cull
drive to Edinburg and back.
The car gets app,roximately lime during the summer and
saved money to meet his chool
eight miles per gallon.
Remundo. like many other financial needs. He admits that
students, uses the self-service an increase m gas prices will
gas stations where gas is 5 to 10 cul his spending on oth r accents cheaper than at a full tivities as will be the case for
service station He said. ··I look the majority of students that
commute.
for the cheapest l can fmd ."
He did offer a partial olulion
Remundo 1s currently under

..

to Lhe problem He said, "The
best way Lo save on gas is to
form a car pool." He said
another student divided the
drivm~ last semester. He also
mentioned he knew of oth r
stud nts now in car pools.
Last year a plan to organize
car pool at Pan Am failed A
lack of interest was cited as the
reason .
Th new tariff of 1 is expected to increas · to ,:i in April.
Ford say the tariff will b
removed when Congress tm-

poses a 2 barr I tax on both
domestic and foreign c-rude otl.
A tax will b impo don natural
gas to rurther increase eJectric
bills that ome students must
pa
ll is estimated that two oul of
every Five barrel· of 011 used by
J\mericans 1s for 1gn. Ford's
reason for the tariff 1s to cut
down th· rehance on for ign oil
by reducing domestic use.
111 • price hikes ar esllmat d
to cost /\mericans ·io billion a
year
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PAUSA Studies
Buckley Amendment

Andrea Crouch and his Disciples performed before an audience of
about 700 on Jan. 27 in the Pan Am Field House. Bob Hager, Valley
Campus Life director, is planning more concerts of this kind for the near
future.

Crouch, Disciples Well Received

The Pan American Univer- parents and students, since
sity Student Association office parents hold-the students rights
is currently engaged in until age 18.
preparing comments on the
The proposed rules set forth
Education Amendments o{ 1974,
to be sent to the office of Health, by the secretary of HEW were
Education and Welfare in issued for public scrutiny to
comments
to
Washington D.C., according to provide
Eddie de la Garza, PAUSA regulations. De la Garza has
requested, pursuant to the
president.
This is the result of de la Texas Open Records Law;
Garza's researcl) into students copies of letters of the adrights to inspect unreturned ministrative persoMel of Pan
graded papers, according to the American University who have
Buckley Amendment of the submitted, are currently
Family Educatiqn Rights and submitting or plan to submit
comments before the March 7,
Privacy Act of 1974.
The
amendment
w'as 1975, deadline concerning the
designed to protect the ri~hts of Buckley Amendment.

Journalism Job Openings In Ag Marketing
Graduate students, attending
or planning to attend graduate
school in the fields of jour-,
nalism
or
mass
communications and interested in
smnmer employment with the
information division of the
Agricultural Marketing Service, should apply now.
A limited nw :iber of employment opportunities are
available with priority consideration being given to those
who plan careers in print.

a standing ovation and by the
people who left their seats to
talk to Crouch after his performance.
Among the songs the group
performed were "It Won't Be
Long," ''I've Got Confidence"
and ' Bless the Lord Oh My
Mu Epsilon Holds Car Wash
Soul," all of which Crouch
wrote himself.
Mu Epsilon, a service 5 p.m.
Hager said the purpose of the
fraternity at Pan Am, will have - Proceeds from the project
a car wash Sunday, at the and a concession stand that will concert was "to provide an
car wash
across
from be there, will go to the frater- outlet for quality gospel enWbalaburger on highway 281 in nity's charities. All are invited tertainment in the Rio Grande
Edinburg.
to come and assist Mu Epsilon Valley."
Campus Life, a
non'lbe car wash, beginning at 10 help others, according to Jesse
denominational
organization
(Coot. From P-1)
a.m., Sunday will continue until Soto, president.
for high school students, is in its Association
of
Physics
first year. Campus Life spon- Teachers and as -section
Movie Scheduled
sored Andrae Crouch in his representative for University
The University Center in the University Center TV Valley appearance and is, Physics Teachers in Texas, at
Program Council will present
according to Hager, planning the national level.
"Blood Of The Condor" Feb. 11 room at 11 a.m.
concerts of this kind for the
Youngman has served as
president of the Edinburg
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - future.
Chamber of Commerce and the
Edinburg Kiwanis Club. Be has
Grads May Seek
several years experience on the
Board of Directors of the
Urban Grant
Edinburg Chamber of ComGraduate students interested merce and was secretary of the
in pursuing a career in urban Greater Edinburg Council.
In addition, Youngman has
management may now apply
for the 1975-76 Clarence E. chaired the Red Cross Fund
Ridley Scholarship Honor Drive, participated in the
Grant awarded through the development of better golf
Texas City Management course facilities for Edinburg,
worked with the Chamber of
Association.
Although the grant could not Commerce in the development
be used at Pan Am, a number of of the tourist Center and other
other colleges and universities tourist activities.
Youngman is currently active
throughout Texas offer study in
urban management at the in the board of directors of the
graduate level. The award Edinburg Kiwanis Club , coincludes $2,000 for the student chairman of the Hidalgo County
and $500 for the graduate American Red Cross and the
program of the school in which fund drive chairman for the
NEXT TO
he enrolls.
American Red Cross.
Qualifications for the ap-He is also on the board of
"NO RIGHT pllcants include a bachelor's directors of the Texas Academy
degree, acceptance into a of Science, board of trustees of
TURN
graduate school and the the McAllen International
demonstration of serious intent Musewn and a member of the
- - - - - - • to pursue a career in urban Greater Edinburg Council.

Andrae Crouch and His
Disciples performed before an
enthusiastic crowd of about 700
persons Jan. 27, according to
.Bob Hager, Rio Grande Valley
campus Life director.

The first paid gospel concert
in the Valley attracted persons
of all age groups providing that
gospel music bas an audience
here, according to Hager. Their
enthusiasm was shown through

Youngman

Ucpc

Abf~V~lhfVC6tV6
NEW HOURS
_ STARTING TOMORROW
WE WILL STAY OPEN TILL 9P.M. ON
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

UNIVERSITY
RECORD SHOP

Employment can be in
Dallas, Chicago, Atlanta, San
Francisco
New York or
Washington, D.C. Beg.inning
salary and rating will be $8,055
per annum and GS-5, respec~
tivfily.
,
To apply send a qualification
statement
to
Personnel
Division, room 1726 south,
Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 14th and Independence
Ave.,
S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20250.
The deadline for filing your
application is April 15, 1975.
More information can be
obtained by calling Carl W.W.
Sorenson at AC 214-749-3331.

the pan americanJ
Craig Smith/
Manha McClain
8111 Griffin
Randy WIiiard

Sally Prelmesberger
CirculatJon

Ismael Enrique,

Sports Ed

D,1vld Newman
Rlcllard Given•
and Hector Cru1

PhOIOS
Ad Manager
Grad Ass I

John Simon

sor

Harry Qui

Ron Kelle

Contributing Staff• Rosalinda Sanche1,
Palfl P lldltord, Linda Maeder
The Pan American, student newspaper)
at Pan American Unlve,-.;lry, Is pubtlshed
by Student Publicartons. Emllla Hall 100,
phone 381 25-il, at Edinburg, Texas, each
Wedn~ay except during examlna!!ons
and holidays under Dr Mike Nevarez, vice
president for studont arta lrs , and Harrv
Quin, advisor. Views presen1ea are those
of sludenrs ano do not nec-,ssarnv r~tect
those of the university administration.
SubScrlpllon 9rlce by mall SJ a year
Contrlbullons and lerte~ 10 the editor
ShOUld be submitted by noon the Friday
before publication Bolh mav be edited
Lellers should not exceed 150 words ,n
Ieng Ill, ( Z,p Code: 78539)

Srart now ... and
you'll be ready

to weor o teeny
bikini and look
posilively great!

.

SHAPE CENTER HEALTH
CLUB

-

THE WHITE ELEPHANT

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
PHONE: 686-9952

415 South Broadway
McAUen

I

821 LINDBERG

McALLEN

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

$19.50
WITH 1.D. CARD
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Media Conference Committee Meets
Students and professionals in
the field of mass communications Crom the United
States and Mexico will attend
the first International Media
Conference sponsored by Pan
Am March 20-21.
A total of 10 universities from
Mexico and t\ine from the
United States will be invited to
send delegates to the conference.
Professional journalists from
the broadcast and print media
Crom both countries also will
attend.
The keynote speaker for the
event will be Geraldo Rivera 1
host of ABC's "Goodnight

JOSEPH B. CORNS

... Receives Award

*

Corns Accepts Honor
Dr. Joe B. Corns, well known
Valley educator and retired
Pan American professor, has
en awarded the Arthur T.
Potts award for 1975. The
The award was presented by
A.H. Karcher, president of the
Rio Grande Valley Horticultural Society, at an afternoon meeting of the Valley
Horticultural Institute.
Dr. Corns came to the faculty
in 1948 and stayed until his
retirement, specializing in the
conservation
of
natural
resources. He bas co-authored a
book "Production of Field
Crops," and traveled extensively In Mexico instructing
in the field of agriculture in
Spanish.
Dr. Corns was nominated

"Piper Professor fn 1973" which
is an award for outstanding
academic, scientific and
scholarly achievement.

America" program. Rivera is
scheduled to deliver the opening
speech at the awards banqu t to
be held at Edinburg's Echo
Motor Hotel March 21 at 7 p.m.
The awards banquet is to
honor professionals in mass
communications from the
Valley, the nation and Mex.ico.
The purpose of the conference
IS to promote better communications between the
various media of South Texa!
and
orthern Mexico. The
conference would create a
greater international atmosphere than does the
Association of which Pan Am is
cul'l'ently a member.
Out of the conference a wider
recognition of Pan Am would
result.
ll all delegates agree the
conference would become an

annual event.

communications,
although
Dr.
Bruce Underwood, interested in improving the
assoctate professor of Mass profession.
Communications, was named
During the course of the
chairman of the organization meeting, the administration at
committee for the conference at Pan Am wa thanked for the
a meeting held Jan. 30 ..
financial and moral support
The meeting was to form a shown toward the conference.
permanent committee for the
Other items discussed. at the
conference.
meeting included a review of
In other appointments to the the program schedule, incommittee, Mrs. Martha Cruz \itations. planning for tranof the Inter-American Affair
slat ion, conferenc record
Department, was named keeping,
registration
of
permanent secretary.
delegates, providing guide
L. A. Youngman, director of service for the delegates and
Continuing Education, was put organization of entertainment.
in charge of arranging locations
Anyone interested in helplng
for the various conference
with
the conference or making
activities.
Harry
Quin,
Student suggestions should contact
Dorothy
Decker,
Publications advisor, was glv~n Mrs.
of
Student
I.he task of Inviting persons not secretary
directly associated with mass Publications, at extension 2541.

Business Bureau Conduc-ts Survey

Pan Am's Bureau of Busmess
and Economic Research has
begun conducting a survey of
more than 5,000 graduates.
Director of counseling and
placement, Dr. Ray Flores, is
directing the study. Dr. Carl
Rush, professor of business
administration, is heading the
research
bureau,
which
operates out of the School of
Business Administration.
Nancy Weller, of the bureau, ls
Kung Fu instructor, Lonnie research analyst.
The study is to evaluate the
Sutherland, will be in the U.C.
Univer sity Center Ballroom current curriculum and serfrom 10-12 p.m. Feb. 6 to talk vices; the implementation of
continued improvements in
with Kung Fu enthusiasts.

He bas received his B.S.
d gree from Te as A&M, his
. . from the University of
California and his Ph.D. from
Cornell University. He has
served on the taff of the
University of Illinois and on the
faculty of Texas A&I University.

Kung Fu Recruiting

curriculum adjustments and
additions for both the graduate
and undergraduate programs
as weU as
ciaJ programs and
projects and the improvement
of student and community
services.
The study will include all
graduates since 1967 when Pan
Am was incorporated into I.he
state system, through 1974.
Objectives include determination o[ graduate migration
out of the Valley. These
graduates will be compared to
those who still reside in the
area. Also to be studied are
career patterns concerning

personal history, type of work,
continuing ooucation, overall
success and future plans. Also.
retrospective evaluation of
training at Pan Am by
graduates in the areas of
curriculum, student services,
individual, social and political
maturation
and
extracurricular activities.
All students who have
graduated since Pan Am joined
the state system are asked to
contact the bureau of research
at 383-3361 or write the bureau
giving name, address, social
security number and telephone
number as soon as possible.
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Geology Group Schedules
Trip To Big Bend Area
The geology section of the
physical science department is
sponsoring a trip to the Big
Bend country on March 21-22,
along with lbe University of
Texas and several other state
schools associated with The
Southwestern Association of
Student Geological Societies.
About 20 students most of
them geology majors and
minors, wjll go, but the trip is
open to all students. A Pan Am
geological group went to
Mexico last fall.
fhe geological group plans on
taking a raft trip down the Rio
Grande to see more geological
areas and to study the canyons
and their formations.
Bob Rodgers and Neal Bates

FOUR PAN AM STUDENTS attended a United Nations seminar Jan. ~17, in the United
Nations building in New York City. Tbe students are left to right: William Milligan Patricia
Navarro, Domlnga Lopez, and James De Kock.

Placement Schedule For February
The career and placement
oEfice interview schedule for
February is as follows: Feb. 5,
Firestone Rubber and Tree
Company repcesentatives will
interview any major ioterested
in sales Feb. 11, the U.S.
general accounting office will
interview accounting and
business majors, and the U.S.
Afr Force will interview all
majors.
Feb. 12, the Caterpillar

Tractor Company will interview computer science,
economics, marketing and
manufacturing majors. Feb. 13,
the General Services Administration will interview all
majors, the Gulf Oil Company
will interview accounting
majors who will be May
graduates.
The U.S. Marine Corps will
interview all majors Feb. 13-1.1,
and Cameron Iron Works wiu

Song LI.at and Tape Available

HOLY SMOKE
BAND
722 W. Rockey
RaymondvWe, Texu

Phone 689-2641

also be interviewing.
Feb. 18, Exxon will interview
acc~·ng majors. Feb. 20,
Mobil OU Corporation will be
intervi wing. Feb. 21, the
RepubUhNational Bank of
Dallas will interview accounting general business, and
finance
jors.
Feb. 24, the Naval Weapons
Test Center will interview
electr ica l
electronic,
mechamcal aerospace, mdustrial or civil engineering,
math, physics or computer
science majors. Feb. 'l:l, Texas
Electric Service will interview
accounting and customer
service
majors,
while
Lawrence
Livermore
Laboratories will also be here to
interview.

Calender
WEDNESDAY
United Methodist Student Invol vement; 12-1, Chapel
HOPE: 6:30-8:30 p.m., UC 307

TinJRSDAY
El Sol; 5:30-6:30 p.m., UC 307

FASHION

MINDED
GIRLS
UNITE!
AND

MARCH
DOWN
TO THE

ALLEY

SHOP

BEHIND FIRST

NATIONAL BANK
EDINBURG
.,,.,
CHECK OUT
THEIR NEW SPECIAL

"STUDENT CREDIT"
ACCOUNTS
You 'll Be Glad You Did.

SUNDAY

Pre-Law Society; 2 p.m., UC 314
MO DAY
Phi Kappa Theta; 6:30-11 p.m.,
UC 300-306A
Kappa Sigma; 7-9 p.m., UC 305
TUESDAY
Psychology Club ; 5-7 p.m., UC

Vance Writes On Culture
Dr. Silas Vance, a retlred Pan
Am English professor, announced the publication of two
factual articles appearing in
two
separate
cultural
magazines.
The first article entitled,
''Life and Leisure at Lucky
Ridge,'' appeared in ·'The
Folklore of Texan Cultures'
published in Austin. The artlcl~
involves school and community.
life of a rural Texas school
teacher 50 years ago. The facts
are based on actual experienc~
qf Dr. Vance and his family.
The article ls concerned with
a riot between blacks and
whites in Mississippi following
the Civil War.
The second article entiUed
"The Marion Riot" appeared in

Retired Faculty
Reception Slated
A reception ror au retired
college and university faculty
members and administrators
residing in or visiting the Rio
Grande Valley 1s scheduled
from 3--5 p.m. Thursday
The group will meet in the
University ballroom, according
to L.A. Youngman, director or
Cooperative and Continuing
Education. and coordinator of
the £unction.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER

SCHOOL. a fully accrec!iled UNI
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program
w111 offer June 30 lo August 9

anthropology. art, educ at 10n fo Iklore geography history, ~ovein
ment language and hter:11111e
Tu1t1on and fees. Sl90. board and
room with Mexican family S245
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL 413 Ne~, PsychOlogy

Un,vers,ty of A1 ,zonc1, Tucson

Arizona 85721.

the fall 1974 edition of the
"M ississippi Quarterly," a
publication of . Mississippi
State University.
.
Dr. Vance, 73, began teaching
at Pan Am in 1941, then known
as Edinbul"g Community"
College. He left in 1946 to
~come head of the English and
Journalism Department al
Northwestern State University
at Alva , Okla. In 1956 he
retul"Oed to Pan Am as
professor of English and retirea
in 1961,
Dr. Vance received fib BA in
English from Baylor University
in Waco. He earned his MA 1n
English from Hal"vard and b1s
Ph. D. from the Universitv or
Chicago.

~amp Began Spring With New Head
The College Assistance
Migrant Program
( CAMP),
started the
new year with a
director . Lucas Hinojosa,
who is a resident of Edinburg,
w~ he replacing Alfredo L.
Garcia as director for the
program.
_
Before accepting the job,
Hinojosa worked with the
Weslaco Independent School
District where he was the admini stra lor
of
bHlngual
edueation.
Hinojosa concluded with "I

new

am very impressed with the
program. ll is doing a lot for the
student~. There is room for
improvement. but the program
has great potential Students
feel they have a home base
established here at the
university . In other words," he
said, ••it's a home away from
home ~cause if they have
troubles they come here for
solutions." His basic philosophy
is . "1 feel that we should help
all stud nls that wil want to
help themselves."

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LE

307

Veterans Organization; 1: 40-,3
p.rn., UC 306

are faculty sponsors of the one
to three day trips.
Students pay their own expenses. ··we try to go as
cheaply as we can,· commented Rodgers.
Last year the Pan American
eological Society created a
guide book, also sponsored by
Bates and Rodgers. The
organization rec 1ved financial
support from the Pan American
University Faculty Research
C'ouncil. The book is entitled
··Geology
of
HuizachalPel'egrma Anticlinorium,"
Students spent two years
extensively researching
in
northeastern Mexico sites. The
guidebook contains
maps,
charts. drawings, photos and
aerial photos.

ONS

Two Convenient Location

219 East ~no
383-4511

Edinburg

151'l W. University
l.8:1-1:181

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBURG

''Where People Are
Really... Our Business''
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..

LEVI
HAGGAR

CALIFORNIA THREADS
DITTO'S
DONN KENNEY
BOSTONIAN

GOLDEN VEE

FRITIZ

()f

alilomia

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

LANGTRIE
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S-tudent, Faculty, Staff
Directory In Bookstore
New Education Course Added
A new program, which
resulted in the establishment of
a new course. Education 1202,
has been initiated on campus.
The new course, which ls a
continuation of 1201, is designed
to give students the skills
necessary to teach and work
with children.
According
to
Janice
Willeford,
professor
of
secondary education, the
program fills a need for more
field expllrience that many
professionals thought was
necessa_ry . Stud~nts in this
class will be going to other

micro..teaching which is a 15
minute lecture.
A prerequisite for the class is
Education 1201, except with a
professor 's approval of a
student which demonstrates
confidence and maturity.
The new program will give
students more experience in
teaching before they reach
upper level classes and a better
general background in communication
skills,
Mrs.
Willeford said. The program is
being studied by other
Wliversitiesin the state with an
interest to see how it will go

A new student, faculty and
staff directory with a new
publisher, a new format and
new names has been published
and is for sale today at the
campus bookstore for 75 cents.
The student directory in the
past had been published as a
money-making project by a
service fraternity, but as Pan
Am grew and prlnting costs
went up the venture was less
and Jess profitable.
The new book,, published
under the auspices of the office
of purchasing and property and
printed on campus from

Report Wr1·t-1ng
schools and be involved in over.
Classes Increase
StudentsThankNewmanExchange
.
The Spring semester book
exchange came to an end Jan.
30, with the exchange or sale of
approximat-ely 300 books. according to Hollis Rutledge,
chairman.
The book exchange is sponsored each semester by the Pan
American University student
government.

•'We would like to express our
appreciation to the Newman
Organization, and especially
Father Frank, for the use of the
Student Center for Social Involvement. The book exchange
could not have worked wi th out
Uiem," Rutledge said.

Brownsville Adds Insurance Class
The general principles of
insurance is being offered at
Pan American at Brownsville,
according to Mrs. Edna Villar,
-director of business administration programs.
The course, designed for all
persons wanting lo qualify for
the Insurance Institute of
America examination in
general insurance, is being
offered in cooperation with the
Insurance Women of Brownsville.

The course is entitled Insurance 21, and will take 13
weeks to complete. The exam is
scheduled for May 6.
Ohta ining a passing grade in
the course and examination is
the initial step to the
professional designation of an
'IA certificate in general inurance, Mrs. Villar explained.
The Monday night classes
begm at 7:30 p.m. and are
~onducted in Tandy Hall, 106.

The department. of . Engli~h
and mass ~ommurucahons will
gradually increase ~e nwn~'
of classes ?ffered m En~~sh
2309, _Tech~1~!._!l~port Wrtting
starting this _sem_ester.
According to Or. Carl Grantz,
department head, an increase
in the sections offered is
necessary because a number of

computer listings, lists 82
crammed pages of students,
more than 7,000 on the 90 pages.
It also has 82 pages of faculty·
and staff residential listings.
This is in larger type and
carries more information,
listing about 980 persons in the
category.
There is a separate 24i>age
listing of faculty and staff by
office rather than residence and
there is a l&-page listing of
administrative and staff offices
by title.
There are dialing instructions
since phone numbers are also

carried . The front part of the
book is used for the campus
telephone directory. Leading
off the list of everything in the
book is the board of regents.
Running from A to Z among
students, Jeanne Anne Abbenante, a Mission junior, is
first, and Virgilio Zuniga, a
Pharr junior, is last.
The books are on sale at the
bookstore or may be bought
through departmental accounts
at the Central Store, according
to Sam Ostricil, director of
purchasing and property.

'Tempest' Cast Start Rehearsals
Cast members for the
Shakespearian play, The
Tempest,
have
begun
rehearsals.
Doug Cwnmins of the Speech
and Drama Department is
directing the play with Or.
James Hawley as technical
advisor.
According to CUmmins, this
will be Ute first major fulllength Shakespearean play to
be presented at Pan Am. The
play is being produced by the
university theater group under
the auspices of the Pan Am
Speech and Drama Depart-

Ignacio Torres, Sebastian;
Kent Smither. Ferdinand; .run
Wilson, Prospero; Conrado
Solis, Antonio; Alberto Gana,
Gonzalo; Raymond Mader,
Adrean; with Marian Monta as
Caliban. Also cast are: Donna
Walker, Trinculo; Jackie
Rainey, Stephano; Joe Fogarty,
Boatswain; Rose Ann Smith
Miranda: Debra Thomas,
Ariel; Hollis Levy, Iris; Susan
Smith, Ceres; and Susan
Prather, Juno.

departments have begun to
require the course for their
Other members include Steve
majors. Dr. Grantz cited
Jackel, Gary Popelsky, Rosie
business administration, law
Vela, Susan Dennis, Earle
enforcement science, com- ment.
munity services and some
The Tempest is scheduled to Gallagher and Ruben Granado.
Student crew members inscience
departments
as open Feb. 26 in the university
clude: Rosy Solis, production
examples.
ballroom.
The school bulletin describes
Principals for the production manager, Anna Miller, sound
the course as one "designed include: Mike Green as Alonso; and Steve Russel, lights.
especially for students who
desire further training in
Chapa Urges Student Participation
composition of a practical and
advanced character. Study
All organizations on the Pan Pre-Law, Veteran's Club,
includes fundamental report American campus are invited Student ational Education
forms as well as specialized to send a representative to a Assn. and Pan American
forms in engineering, science planning meeting concerning University Student Assn.
and business.
muscular distrophy, according
The meeting is scheduled for
Eventually, Dr. Grantz ex- to dean of men, Ricardo Chapa. Feb. 6, at ~ p.m. in University
pects the department will be
Organizations which have Center 305-A.
offering six to eight sections of indicated
willingness
to
Dean Chapa encouraged all
English 2309. Two sections will cooperate in fund-raising ac- student organizations to join
be offered in the spring and _:ti.:,Vl:·ti:·e:,s.:,in:.:,:cl:u:d::e:...:.P~hi:..,:Ch:.:,1:..
· ,:Th~e:.;t;,;;;a~,_;,;fo;;,r.;,c,:;es;..:,;fo;,;.r.,;a~w.;.o;.;rt;;.;h.;;.w.;.;hil;;..e...c...
ause_,,.
three in the fall of 1975. Until
this semester when two sections
FOR YOUR SMOKING PLEASURE.
were offered, only one section
had been available each term.
Imported

Pan American
Oassified Ads
Twenty cent s a li ne .tlth a

CIGARS
CIGARETTS AND PIPES
PIPE REPAIRS
WATER PIPES
CUSTOM TOBACCOS

minumum or one dollar each /r,

'fnserllon payaole In advance

TF ' s GRADS PROF'S EARN S?OOO
more and FREE s.a WEEKS IN
'EUROPE,
AFRICA ,
ASIA .
Of

Nat,onw,d o e duc a t,onil
or9•n1ia1,on need, qu~Jlfiod leaders
lor H. s. and Coltoge group, . Sono

FURTHER REDUCTIONS
ON
FAMOUS BRAND NAME

SPORTSWEAR
UPT0 5O%0FF
CLEARANCE OF SHE SHELLS • ••••• • 1/2 PRICE
VAR0IUS BLOUSES • • • • • • • • • • • 1/2 PRICE
"Wear The Look OJToday

For A Lovely Tomorrow ... ,,·

~". c!/111ft14,.,,

rs,x. &t..

~~

nam e, •ddrt-s li, phan 1 school.
resume, leade.nhip expenenco to:
Center for Foreign Study, P O Bo~
606 , Ann Arbor Ml 4&107

WOODEN INDIAN
<;Jo&acco ~hop~£
El Centro Mall Pharr-McAllen
787-8621
Open: Mon.•Sat. 10 A.M. To 9 P.M.

In Edinbur ...
There's On y One
Great Nati0nal Bank
,, First National Banh
,,.IC'.,,.. n

En

Y

tJ 1 •·

r-----~~---------------------'
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Chapel
Services

l

Around
l
I The Camnus
l
____
'~----------~----

The Newman Center encourages all students and
faculty members to attend
chapel services being held this
semester.
C,atholic ma s will be held 2
p.m . in the Chapel every
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Jass is also offered every
Saturday by the Rev. Jerry
Frank at the Student Center for
Social Involvement, 1615 West

~_,_,

..,_...

PAUS Schedule Meeting gain

•

Kuhn.
Episcopal C-Ommunion will be
held at) p.m. at the Chapel by
the Rev. Buzz Crist, on Mondays and Fridays.

The Pan American University Student Association will
conduct a meeting open to all
students Thursday at -1 p.m., in
the University Center, 305.
The meeting is important,
said Hollis Rutledge, president
pro-tern. Discussion of the poll

taken
at
registration:
restoration of activity p riod
and the four-day-week lSSue is
expected.
Last week ·s scheduled
meeting was cam:elled. wh n
student senators in attendance
failed to produce a quorum;

Song Writing Conte t Include Contract

According to Bluestone In- Also, send :;i brief personal
corporated. a music produc• biograJ,hy, approximate songs
tions company in ashvi11e, 12 in the writer's catalog, a rec nt
Observatory Sets
per cent of all song ~Titing that photos,,rnph and a $10 entry ree.
is submitted is receive<! from
The f,rst place wmner will
Final Showing
students attending universities receive a $500 scholarship, a
111e Pan American Univerand colleges.
.
firsl class
irline ticket to
ity Planetarium Observatory
l>ue to the big demand for
·ashvi11'! for one person; three
will present its final showings of
new music Bluestone has day stay at Roger Miller's King
the "World of the Ancient
started a songvml.er's contest of the Road motor hotel. a
Mayas Revisited," Feb. 7 at 7
.-vhich began Dec 15, 1974 The complete tour of MusK Row an<!
Celebrating mas in the Student Center tor ~ocia1
p.m. and 8:30 o.m.
contest will end Apri1 15, 1975.
ashville Recording Studios; a
The presentation, which is Involvement is Father Louis Blume . Mass is ofTo submit a demonstrated photo session wilb Blue tone
illustr.ited with slides or fered every Tuesday and Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
·ong on tape it should be on
tus1c e ecutives and artists:
Yucatan,
ualemala and the chapel.
eith r casette tape or on regular ;uid a lhree•month trial con
Honduras, will also include the
one-fourth inch tape at 71 2 tract with Bluestone tusic
sky as lhe ancient Mayas saw it
speed, with a lyric sheet
thousands of years ago .
All manU/:icripls and poems
The second place winner will
To be assured of a seal,
should be neat, legibJe and receive a $250 scholarship witt
reservations may be made by
typed if possible. Those songs a three-month trial contract.
calling the Planetarium at 381not demonstrated shoulu be
The third place winner will
3531 or 381-3521. Admission fee
mailet! in ?yric sheet form with receive a $100 s~holarship and
Is 25 cents for students, 50 cents
Paul
Engle.
assis~ant
For the first time in its approi.riate _chords in place. threi?-month trial contract.
for faculty, staff and teachers
professor
in the Departm nl of
history
the Mercedes High
with ID cards, and 75 cents for
Wade' Vi ual Poems Published
adults. Shows are not designed Physical Science, presenled a School is offering astronom} for
By
the
use of a hand press. and critic. established the
for pre-school children and it IS lecture on astronomy Wed- students who have had at least transfer letter and other anthologies to give e. •
nesday
at
Mercedes
High
two years of science and are means Seth Wade, as ·istant perim ntal poets an outlet for
suggested that isitors show up
School.
Juniors or seniors. The new professor of English and mass their work on an mvitallonal
on time to be assured of a seat
class iS taught by Hector de la communications, create visual basis.
A
SORlES
P RTS
Rosa
poetry.
The contribution made by
Engle said professors have a
His latest creations appear in Wade occupies six pages of the
great opportunity to enhance a recent anthology entitled, pubhcallon . Wad says his
Your Kawa a.ki D aler in the I tro Ar a
and improve the public's un- "Fifth Assembling.'·
poems are concrete and
derstanding. The mini-lectures,
The publication is the fifth prim<1rily visuaL
V:? Miles North 281
Pharr.
787-9091
which are given on Friday volume in a series of annual
11
Some of the newly pubh hed
- Milc Ea t
nights following public shows at anthologies published by the matenal has appeared earlier
lhe observatory, are a public Assembling Press in New York. m "The
w Breed An n•
service to help people un•
Richard Kostelaneu, poet thology of Texas Poe~.•·
Not Until You
dersland the universe and
as one of the major Houston Pr ss CJ uh Offer Scholar hip
Visit Adam's , scienc~
goals.
The Houston Press Club is County .
Harlingen High School is also offering
And Get A
scholarships
to
having an astronomy class with des rving journalism students
Application forms may be
Fashionable Edwin Bates as instructor.
from Harris County. Students picked up at room 100 Emilia
Plans are being made to take must be either jumors or Hall and mailed to the comTuxedo.
the M rcedes class to the Pan seniors for the 1975-76 academic mittee by March 21. Applicants
Am
Moore
A1r
Base school year and musl have
will b • expected to appear
astroscience laboratory. Engle either graduated from a Harris
before the scholarship comsaid this is a good opportunity county high school or maintain mittee for a personal interview
for the uni versit} to help a permanent address in Harris between 1 3 p.m. March 28.
, tudents by allowing them to
use Pan Am equipment.
Mr . Tolar's Paper Accepted
Harlingen Efigh School
students will be on the campus
Mrs. Carolyn Tolar, an Lan~uage Association.
for a visit on Feb. 6 to view the August
Pan
American
Her paper, " Kate Chopin's
p]anetarium show.
University graduate and in- Women," was originally
structor in the Departm nt of writtrn as a graduate class
Lat Week For
English and Mass Com- assignment in a "l.iteratur of
munications has recent!} had a the outh" course. This L,; the
Election Filing
paper accepted for the Kate first time that a gradu te
The Pan American Uruver- Chopin seminar conducted in student in English at • AU has
e\, York as part of the annual received
sity student government will
:,uch
national
conduct an election Feb 13 and meeting of the Modern reco~mtion.
H to fill senate vacancies.
The vacanc1es to be filled are
in the Schools of Busine .
Education, Science and Math,
Hwnanities and Graduates. The
posillon of ccretary-treasurcr
is also open. Maureen Hare
resigned from the post recently.
4

Astronomy Draws
Interest In Schools

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER

MARRY ME!

"

)

And Fe Ila's Dig This, Adam's
Is Out To Save You Some Cash. How?
With A Free Tuxedo For The Groom
When Renting 3 Or More Tuxedos For
His Wedding Party.

So Come Check Us Out.
&~~

El Centro MaJI

4

The deadline for submitting
petitions with 25 student
signatures is '1 p.m. Feb 7 in the
University Center, 3H.
Bob Scott. election chairman,
has stressed the need for
studenls running for senate
seats to be available to attend
all senate meetings every other
Thursday at -t p.m. in the
University Center. "We want
students to run who are willing
to work and who care a bout
helping
improve
Pan
American,'' Scott said.
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Pan American
News Highlights
PRE-LAW students can ol:>tain experience in law through
working in a law firm this
semester.
Cooperative and continuing
Education has contacted every
attorney in the Valley about
jobs in law firms for pre-Jaw
students.
L. A. Youngman, director of
Cooperative and Continuing
education, said students should
work at least two semesters
either part-time or on an
alternating plan of one
semester in school and one
working.
Pre-law students should
contact
Youngman
in
Cooperative and Continuing
Education, Emilia Hall 103 for
more
information.
A CO CERT of Mexican
music was presented at the
Fine Arts Auditorium last
Friday at 8:15 p.m. Featured
were three Reynosa pianists
who are students of Sra.
Socorro Castaneda de Molgado.
The music of the program
was selections of compositions
by two of Mexico's contemporary composers. Julian
Carrillo
and
Arnulfo
Miramontes.
The concert opened with "6
Preludios'' by Carrillo. The
pianist for the preludes was
Sra. Italia 0. de Adame.
Sra. Lilia G. Cadena played
three works by Arnulfo
Miramontes. They were,
"Mazurka-Estuctio,"
.. Arrulladora No. 3" and
·'Estudio en Octavos."
The final performance was by
Sra. Judith Gonzalez. She
presented two works by
Miramontes, ··rnez Variaciones
! Sabre un tema Mexicano)"
and · ·Preludio y FugaFantasia.''
The concert was open to the
public and free of charge.
PRE-LAW students are
reminded to see Joe Gomez,
career counselor, in the
placement office to sign up for
the Lawyers Scholastic Aptitude Test course offered this
spring.
Hollis Rutledge, senator and
member of pre-law society, said
that the LSA T course will be
offered before April and is free
of charge.
DR. PAUL WfLLCOTT,
assistant professor of English,
is presenting a series of lectures
in Mexico City and Puebla
Mexico between Feb. 3-7.
The topics for his presentations are ''Recent Developments in Ideas about Language
Teaching" and "Error Analysis
as Pedagogical Technique and
as a Means of Investigation."
Dr. Willcott will trace ideas
regarding contrastive analysis the notion that a foreign
language is most difficult at the
point where it is most different
from the mother tongue of the
learner.
Recent investigations, including Dr. Willcott's dissertation, show that certain areas
of English a r e difficult
regardless of the mother
tongue.
ew method~ of examining
lbe learner's mother tongue,
called error analysis, which will
be the subject of a two day
workshop dir ected by Dr.
Willcott at the Universidad de
las Americas in Puebla, have
resulted in this observation.

BOB RICHARDSON, KRGVTV news director will speak on

police community relations, 7
p.m., Feb. 12 in Science
Building auditorium II.
David Lee Carter of the
political science department
and law enforcement instructor, at Pan Am has asked
Richardson to speak.
Students, faculty, staff and
the general public are invited to
attend. Admission is free.

OR. JAMES L. EV ANS,
associate professor of English,
recently presented his paper
·· ames of Army Installations
Active in Texas during World
War II," at the annual meeting
of the American Name Society.
The . meeting, held between
semesters, was in New York.
Dr. Evans' paper gave an
account of the source of the
names given to U.S. Army forts
and camps with a brief history
about those active duting World
War TI. His paper point,ed out
that, with the exception or Fort
San Jacinto, all the fort.-: in
Texas established during the
1800s and after 1940 were n$ed
after persons who had serv~ in
the military forces.
Dr. Evans is one of two
persons who have presented
papers at the last four annual
meetings.
Professor R. Balfour Daniels,
who was once a member of Pan
American's faculty and is now
at the University of Houston,
presented a paper on the names
of the characters in the fables of
George Ade, an American
author of the late 1800s and
early 1900s.

PHI

CHI

THETA,

professional business fraternity
invites all women, seeking
business majors or minors, to a
get-together on Feb. 9 at 6:30
p.m. at the Pizza Hut party
room in Edinburg.
Pizza, other refreshments,
and ideas will be shared.
Sylvia Ledezma, 381-3~83 or
any fraternity member will
answer questions about the
meeting.

HAROLD WORMAN, faculty
flutist of the Pan Am music
department, will present a
concert Feb. 11 at 8:15 p.m. in
the fine arts recital hall.
Worman
will
perform
selections by Handel, Heiden,
Vivaldi, Blavet and Burton.
The program is one of the
continuing series of faculty
artist recitals. The program is
open to the public free of
charge.
DR. PAULA DEAN, assistant
professor of English, wiU
present a paper entitled "A
Gallery of Loyalist Portraits in
Simms
Joscelyn."
The
presentation will be at a
national conference on Feb. 9 in
St. Augustine, Fla., and is
sponsored by the Florida
Bicentennial Commission and
the Conference Group for Social
and Administrative History.
Dr. Dean's paper shows how
William Simms closely followed
historical sources in his work of
the American Revolution set in
Georgia and Carolina.
Simms, a 19th century
American Southern writer,
authored 82 volumes of fiction,
poetry,
drama,
history,
biography and criticism. These
novels, including Joscelyn.
which is usually ignored by
critics as it is not directly
connected
to
Simms'
revolutionary novels, were
studied by Dr. Dean as part of
her dissertation.
TWO VISITING musicians
will present a classical guitar
concert Feb. 9 in the Fine Arts
recital hall at 3 p.m.
David Underwood and Terry
Muska of San Antonio will
perform selections by William
Lawes, Johann Bach, Joseph
Haydn, John Hohnson, Greene
and Enrique Granados.
The concert is open to the
public free of charge.

Veterans Loan
Rate Reduced

The maximum interest
allowed on borne loans
guaranteed by the VA has been
reduced to 81 2 per cent. The
GARY .J. MOUNCE, assistant reduction applies to loans
professor, Department of guaranteed under Title 38 USC
Political Science, announced 1810 and became effective Jan.
the planning stages of a new 21, 1975 according to veteran
club for political science representatives, Arnaldo Perez
and William I Bill) Miller. The
majors.
The objective of the proposed former interest rate was 9 per
club is to bring the 300 politicaJ cent.
The interest rate on mobile
science majors closer together.
It would provide a unique home loans remains unchanged
opportunity for students to at 12 per cent except for the
know their professors and portion of the loan which apdiscuss current political issues, plies to the preparation of the
lot. This portion bas been
Mounce said.
The club would also provide a reduced from 9 to 81 2 per cent.
Other recent changes to VA
means of counseling students.
home loans resulting from the
PAN AM students, staff and Veteran's Housing Act of 1974
faculty are invited to an in- raised the amount guaranteed
troductory lecture sponsored by by the VA from $12,500 to
the Inner Peace Movement. The $17,500.
The mortgage period for
lecture will be at the Fairway
double
wide mobile homes has
Motor Hotel Feb. 5 at B p.m.,
with a clinic Feb. 6 at 7:30 p.m., been extended from 10 years to
20 years.
also at the Fairway.
Another provision of the
Kristine Parker, professor at
Housing
Act of 1974 provides
Americana Leadership College
o[ Osceola, Iowa, will speak on that up to $7,500 can be loaned to
self-understanding and how it buy a lot to locate a mobile
makes the mystical world of home owned or being purchased
experiences become real. She is by a veteran.
Interested veterans may
currently touring the Southobtain additional details from
western United States.
THE 1PM is a non-profit campus veterans represenorgan.ization, but a donation tatives in Emilia Hall 102 or by
phoning 381-2282.
will be accepted at the door.

'

ONLY
THE
STRONG
SURVIVE!
AND

THE
PAN
AMERICAN
NEWSPAPER
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SURVIVED
SINCE

1927
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.

PAN AM ERi CAN
HELPS

TRYIT!!
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Basket Specialis-ts Shoot For More

SCOIJING WHIZ for the basketball Broncs this season ls hot-shooting Marshall Rogers (H). In a game this season (aga~ the Hardin-Simmons
Cowboys) Rogers was caught in the act of breaking through a half-court press thrown up by the Abileneians. ~ogers is averaging 27 points a game thus far
this aeumi and he will be doing his thing again
t in the fieldboulle. That's Bronc forward John McDowell in the background.

A BRONC FREE 111ROW is about to become a reality as big John McDowell concentrates on the bucket. Looking on in the background is scoring ace Marshall Rogers.

***

Mt.:AlLEN HIGH GRAD Eddie Gonzalez goes high for a
Bronc rebowtd in a recent game. The ~ freshman is seeing
some playing time for the basketball bunch.

Pre-Game Show

Beaufiiul Hair is Our .Thing .. ..

ROFFLER

O{ McAllen
?rofessional Hairstyling For Men and Women
J013 Wisteria1
M
,,., Mole North of
cAllen
' Nolana LODD off North 1011, Street
686-1511

1

.

Will Feature

•

Media Clash

FOP
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
r-..AATERIAL

TH_ESCHOOL
ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North 10th<
-·
~

McAllen

For The Perfect Gift Ever ylime-Jewelry
A Gilt That WIii Last Forever
110 N. 12th

Edinburg

383-2432

1,

Newspapermen from
Cameron County will challenge
radio and TV newsmen from
Hidalgo County at 6:30 p.m.
here
Wednesdav
in
a
preliminary basketball battle
before
Pan
American
University entertains Texas
A&I University at 8.
The
Vallev
Freedom
Newspapers basketball team.
featuring writer-athletes from
the Valley Morning Star in
Harlingen and the Brownsville
Herald, will try to prove that
the pen is mightier than the
voice - on the basketball court,
anyway.
These newspapermen will
meet a team representing
KRGV-Radio and KRGV-TV of
Weslaco.
Pan American University will
benefit from the preliminary
game, because proceeds will go
toward establishing a new
scholarship for a Pan Am
student majoring in mass
communications.

SOMETHING IS HAPPENING SOON!!

THE

"WEAR" HOUSE OF EDINBURG

"WHERE MOST ITEMS ARE UNDER $10.00"
ACROSS FROM PAU CAMPUS

HA
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Tennis Troop Unreels Schedule
Coach Dennis Conner and his
surprising tennis Broncs are
getting ready to open their
spring season by going up
against some of the best tennis
powers in the country.
The 22nd annual Pan
American University Tournament will crank up this
Friday and will continue
through Saturday and Sunday.
Four nationally ranked tennis
powers will ~ in that tournament. They are Southern
Methodist {No. 4), the
University of Houston (No. 8),
Trinity (No. 10) and Texas A&M
( No. 16).
As if that many powerhouses
wouldn't be enough, the Broncs
roll out of that tow-ney into one
of the most devastating dualmatch schedules in the NCAA.
Te.ams on that list include
Oklahoma, Alabama, Tennessee and Rice. Still other
major powers could fall in front
of the Broncs in the Seventh
annual
Corpus
Christi
Collegiate Team Tournament
starting Feb. 27.
The
home
dual-match
schedule goes as follows: Rice

University, Feb. 10; Baylor
University, Feb. 14; Lamar
University, Feb. 15; Texas
A&M University, Feb. 21;
University of Tennessee, March
3; North Texas State, March 6;
University of Alabama, March
8; University of Oklahoma,
March 13; and Texas A&l
University, March 15.
A look at the road schedul.e
features a trip to the Rice Intercollegia te
Tournament,
March 20-23; and to Trinity
University, April 26. The
Broncs will also venture to the
Tampico Easter Tournament in
Mexico and the HardinSimmons Team Tournament in
Abilene.
If all this impresses you, then
get a load of this: the Broncs
will play host to the NCAA
National Championships (that's
the biggie, folks) at the end of
the tennis season. The tourney
will be held in Corpus Christi
June 16-21.
Coach Conner and his baWing
Broncs would like nothing_
better than to be there with a
winning record and winning \
smiles.
'

TROPHY-GRABBING NE1TERS which a1so happen to be tennis-Broncs are pictured
above with their booty. These avid racquet-carriers latched their mitts on no less than 21
shiny trophies during the fall season. They are (kneeling L to R) Antonio Hartmann,
Ricardo Eynaudi {team captain), (standing) Paco Ceron, Carlos Carrales, Rob Bettauer,
Coach Dennis Conner, Jesus Cruz, Carlos Eynaudi, Mark Waterhouse and Rob Hubbard.
Not pictured, but trophy-grabbers nonetheless, are Ricky Garcia and Sean Sorensen.

In-tramural Volleyball Posts Spring Scores
Intramural people are doing
evil things to big round white
things. They're not only slapping and hitting on them, but
spiking and serving them for
finishers.
These avid volleyballe.rs have
already pushed through some

final outcomes in the early
going. Last Wednesday the
Camp Cats took the Smoke
Eaters in the opener 15-7, 6-15,
15-10. The Latin Joke.rs played
the copy-<:at role in the next
series, beating the Newman
crew 15-5, 12-15, 15-10. The

CANTU'S
PHARMACY

women jumped onto the court
for the night's third game; the
Newman women clomped over
the Campers by a 15-5, 9-15, 15-,
13, score. In the final game of:
the nie:ht the IK's unleashed a
devastating offensive machine
on the Camp gang and swept
two contests for a quick win of
J5-12 and 15-8.
These intramural activists

In-tra Volleyball
Names Officials

511 South Closner
383-1239

RUMLEY'S
M,•11

JOCKEY

Slort- For

Free

HAGGAR

Gift Wrapping the year round.
soE~~b 61

~:;:f~

FLORSHEIM

Dolltletthe
price ofa college
education stop
you.

The price of a college education is skyrocketing.
Fortunately lhe Air Force ha~ done ome1hing to
ca1ch up with it. For the fir t time, the Air Force
ROTC Sch larship include the 2-year program
for both men and women.
If you can qualify. the Air Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. Not only do
AFROTC 2-year college ·cholarship cover full
tuition, but reimbur ement for textbooh, lab and
incidental fee , as well as a lax-free monthly aJlowan e of $100.
To cash in on aJI thi ju~t apply, qualify, and enroll
in the Air Force ROTC at Office Bldg. "H"
Pan American University
h's a great way to fini h your college education in
the money, and build a future where the ·ky' no
limit . .. as an officer in the Air Force.
MAKETHEMOSTOFIT

were not through. They
returned to that very same
court the next night and went at
it again. Those wily Smoke
Eaters did the quick-finish on
the Newman guys by a 15-12
and 15-9 tally. The Latin Jokers
liked the idea so they repeated
the effort on the Camp Cats.
The scores were 16-14 and 15-13.
The Latin Jokers were not

Intramural volleyball officials are being recognized all
over the place. The callers for
Wednesdays are Jesus Banda,
Angelita Cantu, Sylvia Garza,
Ron Lair, Maria Longoria,
Royce Maynard, Alberto
Molina, Arturo Perez, Juan
Ponce and Thomas Cowgill.
The Thursday
troubleshooters are Robert Haire, John
McLish, Linda Hoag, Ricardo
Pumarejo, James ( Diamond
Jim> Rainey, Jose Ramirez,

Pan Am Broncs
Visited By SI
Sports Illustrated, a weekly
magazine in New York City,
plans to cover Pan American
University's basketball team
this week.
Sports Illustrated is sending
Associate Editor Roy Blount Jr.
and a photographer do a special
story on the Broncs.
Pan Am has a 17-1 record and
a 16-game winning streak. The
Broncs play at home Wednesday night against Texas
A&I , then visit HardinSimmons in Abilene Saturday
night.

through for the night, however
they returned to defeat the lK's
in a close battle 16-14, 13-15, and
15-8.
The women ganged up for one
game on Thursday with the
Campers returning from the
dregs of defeat to polish off the
Newman gals 8-15, 15-8, 15-6.
The
co-recreational
volleyball deadline is today at
12 noon, so all you interested
parties can pick up your entry
form at the intramural office in
the _old gym.

Rodolfo Sandoval, Les Saunders and Jose Segundo.
The intramural student staff
for 1975 is Rey Villalon, Tony
Garcia, Joe Gomez, Leo Serna,
Ruth Jasso and Rafaela
Villalon.
Thomas Esparza is director
of intramurals for Pan
American.

:JI,"

'/Joung

407 S. Main
McAllen

5-aJhion

CO-ORDINATESFOR THE COLLEGE GIRL
jEVERYTillNG FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

El LENTRO MALL

787-2901

WRANr.J .~RWRANGLERWRANGLERWRANGLERWRANGLEI\

~~ ~ , OJ;~
WESTERN CENTER~
~ JAv ~

'i-"'. •
,
Mi. South of Highway LO~
r.i= fl.
On 10th Street t'1
:II: V'I'
Where the 1 J Price Rack is Always Out!
:zi
WRANGLERWRANGLER WRANGLERWRANGLERWRANGLER
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•

TUESDAY,FEBRUARY11TH

''BLOO·DOF THE CONDOR''
UNIVERSITY CENTER
THIRD FLOOR, T.V. ROOM
llA.M.

oGo
Specializing in White Flour
Taco & Tortillas
2263
Phone
Pecan McAllen 682--0921

Basketballers Roll Past SCB;
Play Texas A&/ Here Tonight

The Pan American basketball
Broncs are still doing their
, magic thing to their opponents.
That magic thing is called
1 winning. The Broncs now have
• 16 straight fruitful basketball
experiences.
The latest victim is South
Garolina Baptist, whom the
home cagers mauled by a 109-81
mark. Marshall Rogers once
again Jed the scoring for the
game with 46 points followed by
Gilbert King's 28
Julie
Howard's 13 and Chuy Guerra's
12.
South Garolina Baptist had 34
points come from the hand of
Danny Fields, lhetr 6-8 forward,
followed by 14 from Mike Heney
and 11 apiece from Jerry Jewell
Open: Mon thru Sat.
Robust German
and Jimmy Howell.
9·30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Pan Am led by a measle~
peciaJties
eight points at half but unreeled
6:i points in the second 20
Catering
Sandwiches
minutes for an easy win. Both
For Special
And
teams shot amazing perOccasion,.
Pa tries
centages from the floor, Pan
Am with 51. 7 and South
"Come In For Lunch"
Carolina with 51.5.
383-4669
Chuy Guerra did his thing and
Edinburg
set a new Pan Am record while
doing it. Guerra handed off 18
assists in the game, many of
them going to the hot-handed
Rogers.
HAMBURGERS ARE BETTER!
King came mto the contest as
the seventh leading rebounder
AND DICIDED
in the coW1try , but had some
troubles in that department,
FOR YOURSELF grabbing
only seven for the
night. John McDowell took up
lhe board-slack by reaching for
11 caroms
R OF 21ST AND
The win moved the Broncs to
UNIVERSITY
Ii-1
on the year as thev wait for
EDINBURG
tonight's game with Texas A&I
University. The series over the
years stands with A&l on top at
11-7 . but the Broncs have the
win this season in a game held
m
Kingsvllle. That was an 89-56
WITH AMUG OF SUDS
Bronc win.
The Javelinas are led by their
$175
6-6 center Jeff St. Clair, who
tallied 18 points in that last
meeting. St. Clair ranks with
the elite of the country with his
seasonal average of 28 points a
1020 W. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG
game.
cAnos!- From Fine Arts Bid. 1
King had his best night of the

year scoring-wise in that
Kingsville matchup sinking 30
points. Rogers had his worst
night in the same contest
making only 12 points.
Rogers ranked 12th in the
country before his hot night on
Saturday with a modest 25.8
average.
After the game tonight, avid
Bronc fans will have onJy two
more chances to see their
beloved basketballers. They
have only the Southern
Mississippi contest on Feb. 18
and the Trinity contest on Feb.
25 left at home on the schedule.
The Broncs will travel for
three straight games after the
game tonight. They meet
Hardin-Simmons Saturday

LIVE MUSIC
FEATURING
"WHITE WING"

CHICKEN IS BETTER!

WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
THE BEST IN

PROGRESSIVE
COUNTRY MUSIC

DELUXE MEXICAN DINNER

THE POOR BOY DRIVE-IN

night in Abilene; while journeying to Colorado to face the
Air Force Academy Feb. 13 and
Denver Feb. 15.
Bronc statistics (through 17
games) show Rogers with a 25.8
average; King, 16.9 ; Guerra,
14.7; Howard, 12.9 ; and McDowell, 6.4. King is the
rebotrnding leader at 13.3:
Howard, 9.1; McDowell, 8.0;
and Rogers, 6.2.
Guerra leads the Bronc
ass1sters with 114; followed by
Rogers, 67; McDowell, 51;
King, 38, and Cris Garcia, 35.
Rogers has 36 steals; King, 21;
and Guerra and Howard, 17.
King has 25 blocked shots
while Howard has 11 and
Rogers nine.

______

,_ $1

'--

______ .....,__,

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

I

°~N!FF~MILYSIZEPIZZA

l
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Sight~~eing Tours For ROTC St:udent:s
Al the beg inning of spring
registration, students who
nrolled m the Air Force ROTC
aerospace program were o[fered a unique opportunity to
see the Valley Crom the air. Of
the 79 students now enrolled, 24
have made the aerial tour.
According to Capt. Raul
Contreras of the AFROTC
detachment, the flights involve
30 minutes of actual flying time
over the major areas of the
Valley.
The plane used in the flights is
a Cessna 172 single engine
aircraft, accommodating three
passengers and the pilot. The
plane is owned-end maintained
by McCreery Aviation aircraft
at McAllen's Miller International Airport.
The lights are made on the
weekends, the first flight taking
off at 11 a.m. weather permitting.
Contreras, also the pilot for
the flights, said the program is
costing the government $300,
and feels it is worth the money.
The Air Force ROTC
program is based on four-year

or two-year programs.
Students who enroll in either
program must take one course
each semester in aerospace
studies. The students meet for
class once each week for one
hour. A lab is held in conjunction with each course.
Each course in aerospace
studies is worth one semester
hour in credit.
After completion of the first
two years of the program,
cadets spend four weeks at an
Air Force training school.
These schools are on air bases
throughout the country.
Cadets are paid $350 for the
four week period and receive 7
cents a mile travel expense.
If the cadet desires to continue the program, he must sign
a statement to enlist in the Air
Force for a period of five years.
Contreras said the major
problem is keeping students in
the program after the first two
years.
The two-year program is
designed for , those students
deciding to join the Air Force
after they complete their

college education , but who wait
witil their sophomore year to
make the decision.
Those m the two-year
program must attend a six
week training school similar to
lhe school in the four year
program. They must sign a
statement to enlist for the five
years at the beginning of the
two years.
When the cadets in either
program are graduated. they
immediately enter the Air
Force as lieutenants and
receive a starting annual pay of
$11,000.
The jobs open to a graduate
are basically the same for men
and women with the exception
that women cannot be pilots,
Contreras said.
A person may choose from air
traffic control, weather, air
photography, maintenance, law
enforcement, intelligence and
clerical work.
Those students seeking more
information on the AFROTC
should contact Maj. Robert
Stockton in office building H or
phone 381-3101.

HELD

Jaycee
Chapter
Planned

lnler ■ lat• · •

OVER!!

Above all ...lt*s a love story.

Alan James
Arkin· Caan

~

Freebie and the Bean °00

PARK BOWL
YOUR FUN CENTER IN EDINBURG

~~ - ~

Across FromsAYSlor Hotel

~SUPPORT THE PAU
BOWLING TEAM
GILBERT GARZA-EUGENE GWIN
SAL LOYA
RONNIE AND TOM COWGILL

GOING TO

STATE TOURNAMENT
IN HOUSTON

FEBRUARY 13th THRU 15th

_~t looks as though Pan
~erican University may have
i'5 own local Jaycee chapter.
During registration two men
continuously invited every
young man they saw to sign
their name to a list of persons
interested in joining the
Jaycees.
Jim Baker, president of th•.;
Harlingen Jaycees and Charlie
Parerze, state director, occupied a booth outside the back
gate at registration,
Their efforts were rewarded
by signing 32 names on to the
list. These persons will be invited to attend a meeting which
Baker is planning for February
9 providing he can reserve the
ewman Center.
According to Baker, 20 men
are needed t-0 begin the PAU
chapter. H enough people are
interested, the Harlingen
• Jaycees will help the new.
chapter get on their feet by
electing officers and starting
projects.

Newman Dinner

,,,,,,
-

I

TERTAINME
.,
';~
' ~ -=-- ,, ¼

-- .

'

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

CENTURY
OF EDINBURG

NOW SHOWING
~the crew is dead ...
fa1ease help us!"

IR

19

The Newman movement has
scheduled a Mexican dinner
Feb. 5, from l.la.m. to2 o.m .. _at
the Studen.t Center for Social
Involvement on Kuhn St. The
dinner will include three tacos,
rice and beans . The cost is $1.
An all NEW film
inspired by the
novel, "AIRPORT"
by Arthur Hailey.

''SHALL
WE
DANCE ••• "
FJR

( . . ,......... ·· ···/l ········· .... ,. .. ... ,..
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Cooling Plant Workers Strive To Keep Campus Comfortable
With the remainder of winter
season ahead, PAU can expect
to be kept warm and comfortable in its classrooms
through the 24-hour operation of
its central cooling plant.
Eligio de la Cruz, supervisor
of utilities, heads the plant
personnel of 26 assisted by plant
supervisor, Rurnaldo Guerra.
The cooling plant, northeast of
the science building, provides
warm or cool air to the
university's 25 buildings on both
• the new and old campuses.

While the plant operates
around the clock, actual heating
or cooling of air in the buildings
is started at 7 a .m. and ended at
10: 15 p.m. on weekdays. Shutoff time varies, explains Cruz,
when student, club and
organization meetings, athletic
activities and music or drama
presentations • are scheduled.
The library and science
buildings as well as the fine arts
complex, the dormitories and
the campus book store are
provided air-conditioning on

weekends.
Complaints of not enough or
too much heating or cooling,
especially from the liberal arts
building, are facriliar •at the
plant. "The design of the (LA)
building and the factthat it is an
old building give us some
problems,•' says Cruz.
The building was constructed
with classrooms on two sides,
divided only by the hallway.
Each wing obtains its heating
and cooling through air units
controlled by a sensor.

Cruz says problems arise
when some rooms are unoccupied or have fewer students
than others. Filled, half-full and
empty classrooms result in
some rooms receiving too much
or not enough beating. A full
classroom, says Cruz, produces
more heat than any empty room
because of the body warmth of
students and the heating of the
lights. However, half of the
complaints received indicate
something is wrong with the air
units in the building.

Plant personnel, including
electricians, plumbers, airconditioning repairmen and
electronic
and
controls
technicians, are equipped with
two-way radios to cover the
campus buildings and keep
them at comfortable temperatures.
The fire alarm system and
the classroom bell system are
also located at the central
cooling plant.

Miller ArticleDevoted ToMexican-Americans
c~tures into the bas_ic survey
history course now being taught
in many schools.
The article points out three
periods in American history.
The first period pertains to the
meeting of America and
Europe on cultures. Dr. Miller
believes the story begins much
earlier, with the background
civilizations
of
Indians,
Europeans and Africans.
Hestressesthat·'.th~_stu~yof
the background c1v1hzattons

THA McCLAIN

By MAR
Dr. Hubert J. Miller,
associate professor of history at
Pan American , has had an
article published in La Luz, a
magazine devoted to the
.M exican-American reading
audience.
Dr. Miller, inattemptingto
tie together cultural regions 'of
American history, wants to
inco~porate Mexica_nAmerican, Black and Indian

will better prepare the student affected. Overl~ked, is the fact
to recognize the culture that the Florida and translegacies of these three Mississippi west areas, today,
civilizations as they continue to make up more than half of U,e
shape subsequent history.''
continental Unites States. But
The second period dealing both areas were under other
with independence movements countries' rule during the
is traditionally presented'. period
of
independence
However, Dr. Miller believes movemen~.
.
students are left with the imAiteve~more o~vtous area of
pression that independence of neglect IS the m~epende~ce
the whole United States was ' ~ovement of Mexico, which
gained, when actually only a includ<:sourpresen~Southwest.
small geo ra hical area was according to Qr. Miller.

.
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Jmmi~rahon is. the. third
period included in his artide.Immigration reached a
maximum of approximately
five per cent of the total immigrants before 1920, according
to Dr. Miller.
1
However from 1920 till 1965,
the percentage rose to approximately 25 percent.
~Miller believes the
current trend is headed toward
high schools and colleges incorporating American minority
cultures into history courses,
as a permanent part of
Am~_.r.ican historv.
Miller says many Ew-opeans
and Mexican immigrants, in
becoming Americanized have
paid a high price. Often the
individual lost his language,
trad1tions, customs and even at
times his religion, added Dr.
Miller.

Business Affairs
Reorganized

SALE IN PROGRESS!
NOW SHOWING
''Flm PER CENT OFF''
GRnAGARBO
IN
UFLESH AND THE DEVIL"

1927

*FEATURING*
ACAST OF THE MOST FAMOUS
STARS AND STARLETS
IN THE FASHION WORLD TODAY.
STOP BY SOON!

The university's business
affairs division was recently
reorganizecl_, _ moving the
payroll section to the comptroller office and creating the
office of fiscal and management
services.
Payroll alteration requests
will continue to be directed to
the Personnel Office, according
to E. Keith Kennedy Jr., vicepresident for business affairs.
Robert H. Crane will be
director of the office of fiscal
and management services. This
new office will be responsible
for the University Computer
~n~r ._ office of ~_COIDP:
troller, office of grant and
contract administration,
coordinator of auxiliary enterprise system, purchasing
office, University Bookstore
and the personnel office.
Antonio Villalobos will be the
new personnel ad.ministrau,r
and John Morris will be the
coordinator of the auxiliary
enterprise system.

ms Changes

Toll Free Number

LIGHTS

CAMERA
ACTION

THE LIGHTS
.. .ARE LOW,
THE
CAMERA
IS ROLLING
AND THERE'S
PLENTY OF
ACTION!

BUSTER KEATON

IN
''THE GENERAL·'

1927

Residents of South Texas
seeking information from the
Internal Revenue Service this
winter will have a new toll-free
telephone number to call.
The new number, 1-aoo-492'1830, will be used by all taxpayers seeking tax information,
except for those served by the
Austin, Houston, El Paso and
San Antonio exchanges. The
new number went into effect
Dec. 2, 1974, and persons dialing
the old number since then have
heard a recorded notice of the
phone number change.
The toll free number is being
answered Monday through
Friday each week from 8:15
a.m. to 5:15 p.m. Toll free calls
through the state have been
handled by the Dallas IRS office
since the change. Previously,
calls from the southern part of
Texas other than the four exchange numbers were answered in the Austin office.
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Merger Committee Meets Again
( Ed. ote: The editor of the
Pan American talked with
se\'eral of the Pan Am-UT
system merger committee
members this week to find out
what had been ascertained in
committee discussion thus rar,
and to learn why one member of

the

Valley

media,

Bob

Richard on, KRGV TV news

director, had been given speeiaJ
privileg-e . )
Al Cisneros, director of the
Port of Brownsville and merger
committee member, e>.l)lained
the presence of only one

newsman at a committel'
meeting: ··1 thought he might
have been there, because he did
a lot of reporting of Pan Am.··
one of the committee interviewed had reached a final
decision on the merger. Each
individual
member
bas.

Sl'UDENT SENATORS - ! LrR) Celerino Castillo, Mike Murphy, Hollis Rutledge,
president pro-tern of the tudent senate and Andriana Kalifa. secretary-treasurer, listen
intently as Ricardo Chapa, dean of men, addresses the senate. RuUedge presided as
president of the senate, in the absence of president, Santana Gonzalez. This was the senate's
first productive meeting of the semester.

Student Senators Pass Resolutions
The student Senate held its.
first meeting of the year in the
llniversity Center last Tuesday
at .J p.m. \\ith Hollis Rutledge,
president pro-tern, presiding.

Resolutions were introduced
which will be discussed again at
the next meeting. They include
a court of appeals for all traffic
citations given on campus, a
full-time counseling service,
and a renewal of U1e TuesdayThursda} activity period in
order that school clubs and
organizations may have a
common time in which to
conduct their husiness.
The H senators were al.so told
that there were several
vaccmcies to I.Je filled in the
\'ariou · sl'hools represented due
to tnmsf ers anrl extensi vc
,1b:;em·es In order lo alleviate

wm be
held on the 1::th and l-lth. with
polling to lake place in front of
the snack bar. anti at the
Engineering and Education

the i{aps. an election

buildings
A budget of $125:ooo proposed
by the ACCED
has been
submitted for the Day are
Center, and it was noted lhat
Pan Am will furnish the
building and erect a fence at the
location of the Driver's Safet)'
Training Center on McColl

Road.

Plans were begun £or the
celebration of Pan American
Week Il was requested by
representatives or arts anu
crall,; to hold a displa) and sale
of tudents' works lo coincide
with the upcoming event.
Other ideas \\ere voiced

t 'hanging l 'an 1\merican Week

into a Mm.lent Appreciation
Week. inducting free bands and
a l>ar b cue was suggested
,\nother suggestion w;i a birthda)- party. commemorating the
c:onstru tion and uevelopm nt
of l ',\1 1
ll was decided that th' Senate
Constitution
has
needed
revising for some time and that
man) changes need to be made
111 order lo u1xhlte 1l ll was
suggest •ti that the presid nt of
the 1,enate rec ive ~-51111 .i v ar
for services and the ,·iccpre ·idenl :·:1110. a - many
colleges are now doing. /\
commilte to set up a rl'vision
of the constitution met Tue!-;d.J)
al I p 111. to prepare a presentation for lh ' next Senate
meeting .

however, det~rmined hi own
areas of special interest.
C'isneros said his main
unanswered question \\as, ··Do
Pan Am administrators want to
see Pan Arn Browns\·Hle grow ..
. Or do Lhe} prefer Pan Am al
Brownsville to remain a
separa le school.·'
··we ne d to consider whether
we have two schools or one," he
added.
~peaking
from
Brownsville community's
stal)dpoint he explained, ··we
think school with vocational
opportunities and a technical
program is important to our
community. It does reach a lot
or people.
· I personally would like to
see it called lIT of the Rio
Grande V.illey. I hope a name is
selected that will represent the
whole area," isneros said
Cynthia
Mata,
·tudenl
committee member, sa\d
students have shown concern
over "loss of identity, more
control b) the Austin board. and
the possibilities of ,i football
team." She said she had b en
having stuuents answer several
questions. She said that many
students think UT is trying lo
merge, in order to meet
minority requirements.
Dr. Frederich von Ende,
chairman of the faculty senate
and a member or the committee
said, "l have kept lhe faculty
advised of anv new information
obtained." i-Ie is currently
studying
possible
fringe
benefits for the faculty. He has
been sent copies of the insurance benefits available to
faculty members within the lIT
system, and he believes lhis is
an important consideration for
faculty members at Pan Am.
He contends. as he has already

reported to the facult.y through
the :;enate la l sem ster, that
the administration at Pan Am
would be most affected b) a
merger.
Dr.
Ami Ida
Thomas.
professor of health and physical
education and conurnttee
memb r, said .he was till
undecided She reserved a
definite conm1ent for a later
date.

Chairman of the t'onmultee,
Morri Atlas aid he had no
general statement al this time.
When asked if the editor of the
Pan American or other
members of the media would be
c1llowed to attend the next
meeting, AUas had no definite
answer He said he believes
members of the conumtlee are
free to ask questions in a dosed
meeting, anu that they might
nol ask or discuss some
que -lions before lhc m dia He
ilidn'l ·tale whv Richardson
had been allowed to attend the
meeting.
J C. Looney, comrn1llce
mrmber, said he hatl to aJ.\ree
with Atlas. Hr aud ·d 't\l a
m cling sometimes members
of committee are hesitant lo ask
questions m the presence of the
media." He explatn Kl that at
U1e present meeting he has
notieed ··a freedom of expression."
He xplained the atl\'antages
anti disatlvanlages of lhe
merger. He noted thal advantages included: more
strength to get programs
through state legislature;
prestige or the degr e; having
people in Austin with expertise
to get requests before decisionmakers;
' more
money
(&c Merger P-2)

'Tiny Alice' To Be Performed
Locally Once Before Festival
The Pan Am theatre is
preparing ..Tiny Alice" for a
Ft. Worth presentation.
The PAU Orama department
is making some changes on the
set and costumes for its
production of playwright,
Edward Albee's "Tiny Alke'· to
be performed in the Fine Arts
Auditorium Feb. 18 at 8: 15 p.m.
The sets and costumes and
actors will then pack up and
leave for the five-state
elimination contest in Ft.

Worth, February 19-:?:l, 1975.
Students that attend this
conference will see seven plays
chosen from five states. , Ark.,
La .. Okla .. NewMex.,andTex i
They will see and hear critiques

by ew York Director Gerald
Friedmann.
There will also be an acting
workshop
conducted
by
professional acting coach,
Alvina Krause, and a design
workshop for technicians
directed by Donald Onslager.
With the two plays each day and
llle workshops, there is little
time for socializing though a
reception is planned for Feb. :m,
to enable the students to talk to
other students and the experts.
At the festival Pan American
performs •Tiny Alice" at I ::m
p.m. on Wed. 19, 19/5. It will be
followed by such plays as .. Six
Characters in Search of an
Author,'' ·uncle Vanya". and

··Juno and the Paycock."
For those who plan to attend
the Sunday night performance
in Edinburg the director Jan
<.:ourtney
has
some
suggestions: "This isn't an
ordinary play so don't expect
the simple linear soap opera"
format. · Albee writes in
metaphor and if you will accept
the premises of his parable, he
makes a strong, unsentimental
statement about the world we
live in and personal freedom
Man

though

bounded

b}

necessity of various kinds has a
freedom to choose what his lifE
will be! Perhaps an ironic
warning comes through in the
parable of .. Tiny Alice."

MEMBERS of the ·•Tiny Alice" cast and staff prepare props
for next performance before going to regional festival. Pictured
, left-right 1 are: Patty Abbott, Terri Simmon, Bob Flemmg,
master carpenter and Dr. James Hawley, lechrucal design
director
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Editorials And Commentaries

Prexy Speaks
!Ed. ote: tudent body presid nt, Eddie de la Garza will
report on th merger committee's progres until the committee
i ready to make a recommendation to the board of regent . The
following is bis first public tatement.)

.. , t the last meeting on Feb. 5, Moises Vela was absent. Keith
Kenn dy, vice-president for business affairs. and a comnuttee
member; Al Cisneros, a committee member, who brought his
wife: Homer Pena, special assistant to the oresident: and Bob
Rtchardson, news director for KRGV TV were in
attendance . M rris Atlas. ch.airman of the committee, Ruben
Cardenas, and Moises Vela,
m mbers of the committee;
said ( at the Jan. 29 meeting) they got together and decided to let
Richardson attend as observer by his own request. The meeting
on Jan. 5 was more or less centered around money. I asked a
direct question of how much money can Pan Am get. We would
get substantially more, Atlas said. It has been said in the past
that you can't get planned additions in writing but according to
line item budgeting, used b}· the school, you can plan th addition of a medical school in \1/riting. We had to cancel this
week's committee meeting because of the board of regent's
meeting on Wednesday. Richardson invited members of the
committee to discuss and answer merger questions at KRGV on
a special telecast on Feb. 20. Richardson said the only people
that call in are people that are against it. Atlas said students will
answer questions that are called in. He said we should be
coming out with a recommendation that we could submit to the
board soon. Judge J. C. Looney talso a m mber of the committee) said it was time to start coming out with facts for the
public's benefit. Dr. Ralph chilling, Pan Am president, said he
would lose some of his authority and power and he would be
more restricted because he would have to work under a chancellor and UT board of reg nts. But. be said he wanted the
merger, because Pan Am had a lot to gain. He is definitely for
the merger. Schilling talked about the buildings built by the
Texas Legislature at Dallas and at Permian Basin Each have
been given $3 million for construction, but neither campus will
have any students until Sept. ·75, when both institutions open .
The campu construction will be paid out
students' tuition
pledged by universitie within Lhe UT system. Schilling sald;It
makes me mad to see these beautiful campuses built without
students. Pan Am has been working for 15 years to get what it
has now.' Schilling wants Pan Am to get into th system for
political clout and money to be received by Pan American. Vela
told Or. Schilling Pan Am didn't have a lot to gain, and in his
opiruon, it had more to lose Looner said the majority of the
people don't know what is going on. and ifs time to start coming
out with facts. I sided toward the merger at the first meeting,
but since then I've become skeptical, and I'v
hifted my
viewpoint somewhal because or the way answers lo my
questions were given.
Dr. von Ende. r Frederick. faculty represent.alive on committee) has made several suggestions to me about letting the
students know the situation. Before Feb. 19 I will schedule a
referendum lo be drawn up and voting booths to be placed on
campus, in order to gain student input. The referendum will
st.ate: "Should Pan American University merge with the
University of Texas ystem, yes or or no"" Later on we will
schedule special he.trings for students to ask questions about the
merger. 1 will furnish reports on the merger committee's
progress, also."

ooth

CONDUCTING A PHOTOGRAPHY class is J. Ruder, who is cUITently working on his Ph.D. in education with stress on cinematography. Ruder is shown instructing the class of
continumg education tu dents on the principles of loading a camera.

Students Can See Grades
The
Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
and the Buckley Amendment of
that act allows students to
challenge, by means of a
hearing, a n inaccurate record
of a grade.
The am ndment does not
include the right of a student to
a ),earing to contest a grade
already given by a teacher, said
Mike Nevarez, vice-president
for student affair .
A student is eligible at any
time to see his grades or school
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records. Teacher's personal
notes,
law
enforcement
records, employment records
and medical or psychiatric
records are not directly accessible to the student, evarez
said.
Student records are not
available to a third party with
exception of the p-0lice or
teacher aids or other such
persons.
Records unavailable to
students
are.
parential
financial records; and confidential letters of recommendation prior to Jan. 1, 1975.
Confidential
letters
of
reconunendation are usuaiTy
used for admission to another
school, on applications for
employment or for receipt or

cecognHion or honor given a
student.
A student may sign a waiver
of access , legally giving up
their right to see the letter), in
order that a teacher or administrator will give a more
honest evaluation of the
student. to the school or employeer requesting a letter or
recornrnenda tion.

If a student has a problem
with seeing a graded paper or
records, he should consult his
teacher, and if he gets no
results he should go to the
department head, if still he gets
no results, he should go the dean
of his school and lastly the Vice
President of Acad mic Affairs.
evarez added.

P AUSA Meets Thursday
Th Pan Arn rican University Student Association will
meet Feb. J:J, al ~ p.m . in the
University C •nler :I05-li.
All senators are urged to
attend. said Hollis Rutled •e,
presid nt pro-tern. Business
will include discussion on Pan
American week, revision of the
constitution and sev ral appointments will be made. Th
includ one position on the
disciplinary comm1llce which
Charles Bruc:e, who resign d.
h Id last sem ster, and three
positions on the speakers
committee.
A ·ccond reading on· three
re ·olulions will be heard. The
resolutions mclu<.le snc:reasing

E~CENTRO SOUND CENTER
EL CENTRO MALL/PHARR

ovER 1s,ooo
- . rr 11
RECORDS &TAPES 1~
• .~
TO CHOOSE FROM AT OUR
lj
DISCOUNT PRICES!
·
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

CROWN-REVOX-BOSE -PHASE LINEAR

the present counc1ling service.
th restoration of activity
period and the creation of a
student courl to review student
app als on traffic tickets.
Also the P AU A budget will
be reviewed

'El Sol' Meets
"El Sol." a
Chicano
organization on campus, will
meet in Uruversil} Center, 306
al 5:30 p.m. Thursday.
Armando Castro, president of
the organization, urged anyone
interested to attend. The group
will present s kits concerning
political and philosophical
orientations wilhin the t·ommunity during this semester.

or

Merger
/Cont. from P-U
htstoncally: and support o[ the
system behind any project both
culturally, financiall} and
institutionally: and possibly
better salaries.
Disadvantages he listed includt>d the creation of a
paperwork bureaucrat.·y: and

more difficulties fo r local
commumty to talk with board.
1 ,ommillee
and
rege nt
member 1oises Vela and
Reuben ardenas have not been
mterviewed yet l Eddie de la
Garza. student bod), president,
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Pan American
News Highlights
TiiE PAU RODEO CLUB will

meet at 4 p.m. Sunday, Feb. rn,

for a supper party to be held at
the Sosa Ranch located three
miles north on Bentsen Rd. in
McAllen.
Saul Sosa. club president,
urges all members and those
interested in the club to attend
the meeting.
At a recent meeting held in
the Pan .l\m University Center
three major items were
discussed. These included a
Rodeo Club entry for an upcoming parade, an all-student
rodeo in connection with UCPC
and an open rodeo followed by a
country-western dance.
Positive decisions on all three
points were tabled until the next
meeting.
The Rodeo Club members
agree that the organization
needs more student participation and new members
are always welcome.
PERSONS
ATlENDING
PAN AM under chapter 35, of

the DependenNs Educational
Assistance Act, "'<ii\ not lose
their benefits because of
marriage. according to campus
Veterans Administration
representatives, Bill Miller and
Arnaldo Perez.
Dependents of deceased or
disabled veterans who qualify
under this act are entitled to :Jli
months educational benefits.
Tlfese benefits usually terminate at age '!ti, but may be
extended up to five years, or
terminated at age :11 if the
recipient's education must be
interrupted for some compelling reason.
Anyone attending Pan Am
under this program should
advise Miller or Perez of any
pending changes in their status.
TI1e reps are available at
Emilia Hall or phone :IHJ-:!'.!ltl.
U I ERSITY CENTER
Program Council will present
the movie "Camilo Torres and
Tupamaros".
a
film
documentary about Uruguay,
F'eb I.' at ll a.m. in lhe
University Center TV room .

The film shows an exclusive
view from the inside of Latin
America's most renowned
urban guerrilla organization,
Uruguay's ational Liberation
Movement I NLM).
Filmed in Uruguay in 1972, It
is the first film where a
Tupamaro leader, interviewed
in silhouette, gives a description of his country, ex-plains the
origins of his organization and
reasons for the guerilla
struggle, and discusses special
tactics they employ.

TIIE SPANISH CLUB or El
l'lub de Espanol will meet today
al , p.m. in the University
Center. room·::nti.
It is reminded Lhat you need
not be a major or minor in
Spanish to join; and there are
no qualifications to be met.
Students are urged t-0 show
their interest by joining an
active club on campus.
PA
AMERICAN University's Air Force ROTC program
is comprised of '.!l cadets this
semester.
The cadet staff, which is
responsible for planning and
executing corps projects and
events, is headed by cadet Capt
Mike Polito; Deputy Commander, liruce lt'ernes; and
special assistant to the Commander. Kirvin Kaufman.
THE UNITED METIIODIST

Student Involvement will meet
for breakfast at the First
Methodist Church in Edinburg
Thursday at 8 a.m.
The breakfast will cost 50
cents according to Doug
Graham, campus minister.
DR.

RALPH

A.

PEN-

NINGTON, Brownsville Center
director, announced that
beginning March :1, 1975 a
continuing series of real estate
courses will be offered.
A contract to utilize the
faculty and texts of the
American 'oll~e was signed
by Pan /\m, Brownsville.
Salesman course I and broker
course II will be offered in
March Classes will meet at the
Brownsville Civic Center. Early
registration by the :!1st of Feb.
v. ill allow a discount rate.
('lasssessionsare11::u1a.m. to
I ::11 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Saturdays serve as
review and exam days. The :io
hours acquired by each course
will suffice real estate license
renewals. The ::u hours can also
be applied to 911 hours needed to
qualify for the real estate
broker's examination.
Additional information may
be obtained through Vivian
Permenter, administrative
assistant, Pan American
University. Brownsville Center,
1111 Ft. Brown, Brownsville,
Texas :115:!0 or call 541i-4:!114.
AN EXHIBIT of Chicano Art
of the Southwest is being held at
the McAllen Library from 9-9
p.m. Mon. through Thur. and
from 9-5::in p.m. Fri., Sat. and
Sun.
The collection of slides has
been collected from California,
New Mexico and Texas by

Cesar Martinez and is an effort
to promote Chicano Art by
Martinez and The Institute for
Educational Development in
San Antonio.
The collection includes
serigraphs, paintings, etchings,
drawings and woodcuts. All of
the works are by contemporary
Chicano artists of the Southwest, and many are familiar
artists of this particular area.
Artists included in the
presentation and exhibiting
through the month o_f January
are Amauo Pena Jr., Cesar
Martinez, Jose Trevino, Carmen Gana and Vicente
Rodeiguez.
ALL TIJDENTS completing
their junior year in medical
technology and wishing to
enroll in the professional
medical technology courses
should contact the Division of
Health Related Professions
before Feb. :m, 1975.
PHI

CHI

THETA,

professional business fraternity
for women, will hold a business
meeting Feb. llith in the
University Center - Room :!07,
at :::no p.m.
Cindy Bobbitt, district
director from Dallas, will att~nd the meeting. She will
evaluate the fraternity and give
advise on functions for the
coming year. The pledging of
new members will take place at
1 p.m in the same room.

Completion Of
Nursing Building
Expected Soon
March 1 is the date now set
for occupancy of the Nursing
and Health-Related Professions
Building according to Julian
Ca,stillo, director of the Heal.th
Related Professions Division.

has a limited enrolbnent of 125
students.

Castillo stated that a class is
selected only once each year.
Approximately 50 to 75 students
consider nursing as a major and
The building was .originally are not counted in the program.
scheduled to be in use at the These students must reapply
beginning of the fall term, but next fall term.
has been postponed four times.
A proposal is now before the
curriculum committee to offer
It was hoped the building the fourth year of a medical
would be ready for the begintechnology degree attainable
ning of the spring term. Delays
through classes on campus. The
in receiving furniture and current technology degree
enterior work was cited a the
offers only three years' work on
reason for the most recent
the campus, and requires the
postponement.
fourth year set aside for work in
Upon
completion,
the a major hosptial. Castillo exstructure will house a 250 seat pects approval for the degree
auditorium, simulated patient by Sept. 1975.
hospital units, a
large
A second proposal for a
laboratory, an audiovisual bachelor of science degree in
media room, classrooms, human services was approved I
student lounge, a conference by the curriculum committee
room and faculty lounges.
and the board of reg_ents and is
The $800,000 building will currently being reviewed by the
Coordinating
house the Pan Am nursing Texas State
\i
program that now holds classes Board of Education.
in the old Science Building on
Approval by the board
the East Campus and is located "Looks very good" Castillo
iusteast of the Science Building said. It should be available by
on the north side of the campus. the fall of 1975.
The degree plan will be
The
health
related
professions division was put concerned with the mental
into effect in Jan. of 1974 and health and retardation area.

Wrights Retire From Pan Am
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wright of
the Pan American University
faculty and staff have submitted their resignations effective Aug. :n. The Wrights
previously lived in Austin
where he taught at the
University of Texas for five
years.
Wright, instructor and
professor in the English
Department for 25 years, had
originally intended to teach one
year in Edinburg, but liked the
Valley so much that he decided
against returning to the
University of Te-xas. "Austin is
called the friendly city, but to
me Edinburg is really the
friendly city," he said.
When I came, the department
was made up of three or four
professors.
ow there are
approximately 30 faculty
members."
Academic freedom, few
restrictions and no pressure to
publish. are reasons Wright
cited for staying and enjoying

Pan American. "I especially
liked the student body, in
comparison to teaching at other
colleges or universities. I came
to Pan Am as a teaching
assistant, and am now a
professor. I've enjoyed the
salary and raises, he added.
Mrs. Wright. Pan American
University bursar. recalls when
Pan American was Edinburg
Junior College. She began
working for Pan Am the year it
became a four-year institution.
In Austin, she was employed in
the municipal retirement
center, the equivalent to the
teachers retirement system.
She remembers when there
were only two people in her
office.
ow there are approximately 30 cashiers,
secretaries, and people working
on purchases and the payroll.
"The Pan American campus
is one of the most beautiful
campuses around, and I have
enjoyed being here and watching an institution that needed

FIND THE ROCK!!
AND WIN
A $400 STEREO
LISTEN FOR CLUES
ON

Q='

to grow, develop like Pan
American has.'· she said.
The Wrights have two
children and four grandchildren.
Upon retiring, Wright plans to
spend more time painting and
\vriting. He enjoys writing
nature articles and more
recently socio-histo.rical articles.
He also plans to write about
his life on the central Tex.as
prairie where he grew up;
which he speculates could
expand into a book. He is
considering writing children's
stories and poems. His hobbies
include gardening, especially
raising roses.
Mrs. Wright is currently
president of the McAllen
district of the United Methodist
Women's club. She is a member
of the study club, PEO.
Sisterhood and has served a:; a
Sunday school teacher for more
than 20 years.
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Dept. Head, Plant Director's

Calloused Hands Produced Pan Am's Greenery
By Randy Willard

LOOKING OVER plans are
John Gupton, supervisor in
charge of planting for landscapping and Louis deVries,
director of the physical plant.

BSU
Involved
The Baptist Student Union,
located across from PAU, has
installed new committee
members for the spring
semester. President for BSU is
Steve Esparza.
Chainnan of the committees
are: Deana Cathey, bible
study;
Sara
Florence,
evangelism;
Lila
Vera,
cbildrens missions; Penney
Mc Cormick,
enlistment;
Dennis Bell,
fellowship;
Margaret Scribner, student
center; Salatiel Vera, world
missions; and Paul Curtis,
publicity.
The main purpose of the BSU
is to facilitate Christian growth
and t.o involve students in loving
service and outreach to others.
According to Carolyn Meeks,
publicity committee director,
BSU's current project is the
Thursday Luncheons held at the
BSU center. The lwicheons,
served between 11: 30-12: 30 cost
75 cents and feature a full
course home cooked meal. "The
purpose of these luncheons said
Miss Meeks, is to get students
t.ogether."
BSU is also sponsoring a
Hunger Fund for millions in
Bangladesh and N.W. Africa
who are starving to death according to David Strickland,
BSU director.
- The BSU is open from 7:305:30 and offers recreational
facilities to anyone interested.

[
I

Late in the 1950's people of the
local community and citizens of
this area purchased ( and
otherwise obtained) 105 acres of
land on which Pan American
University, as we know it today,
now stands.
The people of the Edinburg
area, seeing that the then
present facilities for education
would soon be outgrown and
that there was truly a need for a
university in the Valley,
donated the land to Pan Am.
The land, which was at one
time ·£arm land, laid dormant
for many years and was a
•·second class" city dwnp. Dr.
Beaudry, head of the foreign
languages department, woo
was at that time an assistant
professor, was asked by
president, R.P. Ward, to recruit
some volwiteers and spend
some spare time clearing the
land f.or use some time in the
future.
He had his classes arranged
so .that he was teaching from
eight to 11 a.m. and then he
would work ;until dark.
Dr. Beaudry found that the
soil on the land was too salty for
growing much, but went to work
clearing the land, hauling load
after load of trash t.o the dump.
Fences that were once around
the property were taken down
and sold to neighboring farmers. A county bulldozer was
commandeered and a large hole
that was from 80 to 100 feet wide
was filled; the land finally
began to take some shape.
Louis S. de Vries, director of
the physical plant, who was
then a professor in the
mathematics
department,
donated much of his time,
energy and skills in clearing
and leveling the land.
The
federal government
came out, surveyed and staked
off the land leaving a slight
slope t.o the ground so that rain
water would drain and not stand
on the land. Since this was farm
land, the federal gov~ent
paid 1h of the expense and the
colleg_e furnished the rest.
After two years of work , that
Dr. Beaudry and o~ers felt
necessary, the Agriculture
Department again came and
took soil samples. They were
relieved to find out that the
slope of the land for drainage
8;11d the rain ~ad ridded the one
time salty soil of enough salt to
al_low plants to be grown
without much trouble.

Then, they encountered a
DeVries stated that the trees
problem of wbere to get water. have g_rown more in two y~ars
Irrigation lines were laid . and with the fertilizer than four
water was brought to the almost years without it.
one ton of Blll'Jlluda grass seeds
Pan Am has often been
•that were planted by Dr. complemented on its very clean
Beaudry.
campus. DeVries reports one
Fow- telephone poles were reason tor this is that three to
donated by the Central Power five men are continuously
& Light Company and they were picking up trash. "This has
been a drain on the budget but
1 planted at two locations in front
of the land where signs were as long as there is trash laying
constructed and painted by the about we'll have to continue if
art department saying "Future we want a clean campus . .,.
Home
Pan American
·The university has acquired
College.
·. 160 acres . The majority of all
After planting of the 712 trees the landscaping was done by
and plants, phase one was contractors who built the
complete. Beaudry then visited buildings as it is included in the
the courthouse and found out contract.
they had plans to widen what is
However Glen G. White, who
CHECKJNG on an old friend,
now called University Drive so was once a member of the which happens t.o be a palm tree
he planted palm{; 110 feet from board of regents, has a son "' he planted, is Dr. Charles
the existing highway.
employed by Hewlett and White Beaudry, head of the Foreign
In 1960 president R.P. Ward who did some landscaping free. Languages Department at Pan
retired and Dr. Ralph Schilling
Most of the plants that are Am.
began phase two of the master planted around campus are
plan. According to Dr. J.C. native to this region, annual
Nichols, vice president of plants and those that tend to
academic affairs, Kenneth freeze easily are avoided.
Bentsen was the architect who
would design the university.
The board of regents and the ,
faculty assigned Dr. Beaudry to
furnish the architect any inTwenty cents a 11 ne w ith a
formation he might need. The t m!numum
01 one dOllar each In
first three buildings to be , 'Insertion payable in a11vance.
erected were the old university
center, the engineering building
"CHARLIE BROWN" IS STILL
MISSINGI Brlltalny Spaniel W♦ S
and the library.

,?f

'P an American
Classified Ads

After completion of the other
buildings we see around
campus, shrubs and other
plants were planted. Many of
the plants were donated after
construction or land clearing
necessitated their removal, '
~audry said.
According to deVries, it has
not been until the past two years
that the budget for care and
maintenance of the grounds
around the buildings was sufficient. At present there are 13
men working full time on the
grounds and the budget for 1975
is approximately $70,000.

lod In Edinburg about Jan. 11 and
has been seen recently on PAU
umpus. "Charlie" Is white wilh
large•brawn markings, about lS lbs.
In sire, and 11 .. gold eyes. Reward
oflered , Call 3U, t679 or 6116-HH.

0

HOUSE FOR SALE: 4 bedroom. l
lull baths, brick, C·A/tt, 130 x 130 lot.
Located In North McAllen ( Valencia
Dr.). 4'h N. 10th \'• W. (A six mile
drive to PAU) U6,000 . Call 6112-1111 .

Levi Jeans
TF's GRADS PROF'S EARN 11000

or more and FREE ~- WEEKS IN
EUROPE ,
AFR I CA,
ASIA .
Nationwide educational
organlnllon needs quatilled leaders
lor H. S. aod Colll!9C groups. Send

Madman
Mach 11

name, addre--ss, phone, school ,
resume, leadership exp&rlence to:

Arrow
D'Gala

Center for Foreign Study, P.O. Bo•
606i Ann Arbot4 Ml 48107 .

A state highway that was

being put through Weslaco cut
through a nursery where many
plants, shrubs and trees were
POPCORN
growing. The state was forced
Popcorn is nutritious and
t.o buy the plants and as it noni~flationary.
.
turned out many were donated
It is known to contam more
to Pan Am and placed around food e~ergy than 9G per c~nt ~f
the new buildings.
•'all edible f?Od and_ still 1s
reasonably inexpensive. One
'fhe budget has allowed for cup of unbuttered popcorn is
the expense of fertilizer for the • equal to li5 calories.
plants for only two years.

Spire

Male

·~

JUST IN TIME FOR VALENTINE'S!

1/2 PRICE CLEARANCE SALE
ON ALL FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE!
AT

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBURG

''Where People Are
Really... Our Business''

THE ALLEY

SHOP
In Edinburg

CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..
CALIFORNIA THREADS
DITTO'S
HAGGAR
DONN KENNEY
BOSTONIAN
GOLDEN VEE
FRITIZ or caurornia
LANGTREE

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7
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Garcia Urges Pan Am
Bicentennial Projects

KERRY HARR shows Sue CasUllo how to make a shot in pool.
The Center for Continuing Education and the University Center
will offer a non-credit class in beginning pool. Both students and
non-students may enroll in the course.

Cont. Ed. Adds Pool Course
The Center for Continuing
Education, in cooperation with
the University Center, is offering a non-credit course in
beginning pool
Tbe cost is $7 for non-students
and $6 for Pan American
University students. Tbe fee
includes l2 hours of instruction.
The course will begin March 6
and will run from 7 to 9 p.m. The
classes every Thursday will
meet for six weeks.
Classes will be conducted on
the second floor of the
University Center.
Kerry Harr, who has had
bas won several trophies, will
be the instructor for this course.

the instructor for this course.
"Poo1 has become popular in
the last few years, and the
number of participants has
increased several times," said
L.A. Youngman director of
Continuing and Cooperative
Education. "Those interested in
learning basic techniques or
improving their skill should
opportunity," he added.
A minimum of 20 students will
be required for • class to
materialize and those interested should enroll early.
"Pool is becoming more and
more a 'ladies' game,' and I
especially want to encourage
women to enroll in this class,"
said Miss Harr.

Nichols Elected
Dr. J. C. Nichols, vicepresident for Academic
Affairs for Pan American
University, bas been
elected president elect of
the Edinburg Chamber of
Commerce.
Nichols came to Edinburg in 1971 having served
before that as president of
the Weatherford college
and president of South
Oklahoma City Junior
College.
Nichols will assume
duties
as
chamber

president
upon
the
retirement of present
president Nathan Winters
June I.

Plans for America's Bicentennial Celebration are now in
progress over the entire United
States .
Pan
American
University is urged t-0 do its
share by planning projects and
activities that bring into focus
what has been done in '.!Oil years.
said Lino Garcia, general
chairman of the Edinburg
Bicentennial Commission.
PAU departments. clubs,
organizations and fraternities
are encouraged to submit their
projects or activities to
Professor Garcia, assistant
professor in Foreign Languages
Department. in office building
D. or Hubert Miller, Associate
Professor of the History
Department. and co-chairman
of the commission, In office
· building B. Projects should be
submitted by September 19,'5 so
that they may be placed on the
city-wide calendar of bicentennial activities to be
published in October 1915.
Projects will be accepted after
September, but will not appear
on lhe bicentennial calendar,"
Garcia said.
The activities will not be
restricted to any one area, but
will be categorized into one of

the four main themes of the
bicentennial celebration -Heritage. Festival. Horizons or
History.
A few examples which Garcia
gave as to what clubs.
organizations. Craternities and
departments may do were:
publish an article having to do
with any phase of American
History: show 19'!11's movies 0£
what went on during that time ;
sponsor a field trip to a
musewn: present a series of
concerts: or maybe present the
history of Mexican-1\mericans
in the U.S.
Garcia
also
suggested
livestock shows: art exhibits

teatunng lamous US. painters,
or have a speaker speak on
early.. railroads. According to
Carcia. there are hundreds of
endless possibilities for projects
or activities which can be
designated as bicentennial.
Garcia also mentioned that
Sept. 19 ·5 thru Sept. 19 ,'ti is to be
known as bicentennial school
year and the graduating class of
thal year will be known as the
bicentennial graduating class.
·\ e want every citizen to
begin to become aware of the
great significance of this event
that will mark the :moth anniversary of our nation,"
emphasized Garcia .

New Cashier Booth Installed
A oew cashler and information booth has been built
at the old Administration
Building on the old campus.
According to Ray Ortiz,
comptroller, the cashier booth
is for the convenience of
students, who have business
there, so they won't have to go
to the new campus.
Delinquent fees, bad checks,
dorm payments and generally
anything that is paid to the

cashier on the new campus can
be paid at lhe old campus. Any
student having money problems
and visiting the auxiliary enterprise systems office, where
these problems are taken care
of, will be able to make
payment without leaving • the
Old Administration building.
New information signs are on
order to help those not familiar
with the old campus to find
what they are looking for.

Planatarium ToFeature'Flying Saucer'
The Pan American University Planetarium Observatory
will present: "Flying Saucer''
as the second production of the
spring Semester on Feb. 14, 2l
and 28 at 7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
There will be two Sunday
matinees on Feb. 16, and 23 at
3:30 p.m.
The program investigates
"UFO's" ( unidentified flying
objects) and points out the most
common objects mistaken for
UFOs. What to do if an in-dividual spots a UFO will also
be discussed.

The university's 17 inch wrapped up its successful
reflecting telescope will be program dealing wit)l the
available. The telescope will be " World of the Ancient
set up for observation of objects ' Mayas Revisited."
featuring the ringed planet
Those persons interested in
Saturn and also the moon.
the programs should make
Obsel'Vatory telescopes will reservations first by calling the
be open to the public from dusk
planetarium office at 381-3531 or
witil approximately 10 p.m. :181-3521.
weather permitting.
Admission fee is 25 cents for
Regardless of the weather,
students; 50 cents for faculty,
mini-lectures are given up in
the
observatory
dome, staff and teachers with ID
cards; and 75 cents for adults.
illustrated with slides o[ objects
The shows are not designed
visible through the telescope.
for pre-school children.
The planetarium recently

While in
Edinburg
Nichols has been active
with the United Methodist
Church and is presently
vice president of the
Chamber of Commerce. He
serves on the board of
directors of the Edinburg
Kiwanis Club and the
Lower
Rio
Grande
Development Council.

Avt~v,;mvcnv6
NEW HOURS
MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
9:30 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

UNIVERSITY
RECORD SHOP
NEXT TO

"NO RIGHT
TURN
ON RED "

"WILL SHE

(]~Q~}i)

OR
WON'T SHE...

202 East McIntyre

FIND OUT AT

Et.linhurg
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Pianist RaimoToPerform

Communicators Accept
Invites To Media Meet
All local mass communicators to be honored at the
first International Media
Conference have accepted
invitations to attend.
The banquet will be held al 7
p.m. March 21 at Edinburg's
Echo Motor Hotel.
The local honorees include
Don Mallory. a longtime
newsman for KGBMV; Oscar
del Castillo, reporter for the
··Brownsville Herald;'' and
Jackie Guerra, publisher of the
"South Texas Reporter," a
Roma newspaper.
Dr. Cleo Dawson, author of
··She Came to. the Valley,"
plans to attend, provided an
appointment to speak at the
University of Kentucky can be
changed. Dr. Dawson's book
about the Mission area, is
scheduled to be made into a
movie in the near future.
Robert Devine, an international representative of
"'Reader's Digest.'' will attend

as representative o( that
publication. He will also accept
an award for the publishers,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Wallace.
Two mass communications
educators have accepted invitations to attend the three day
conference.
Dr. Artimo Guillermo of
Bowling Green University in
Ohio will attend as will Or. John
Lent. an educator in mass
communications who has just
completed a tour of Southeast
Asia.
Dr. Bruce Underwood,
organization
committee
chainnan for the conference,
stated that numerous other
letters have been sent out to
various professionals and
educators in mass communications.
The conference will take
place March 20-21 and will
include
students
from
universities in South Texas and
northern Mexico.

DR . .JOHN RAIMO, professor
in the PAU Music Department,
will be featured as piano soloist
in the Rio Grande Valley International Music Festival Feb.

26.

Mid Valley To

See Spanish Play
Following three successful
performances of "Samuel La
Carretilla," last November
playwright
Dr.
Sylvia
Dominguez of the foreign
languages department has
received a number of invitations to present her original
play throughout the Valley.

John Raimo, a professor of
music at Pan Am will perform
··Piano Concerto umber Five
in A Major" by composer.
Franz List, at a symphony
concert to be held at the Fine
Arts auditorium J,'eb. 26.
The concert is being held as
part of the 15th Annual Rio
Grande Valle.} Music Festival.
The San Antonio Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of
Victor Alessandro will perform
"Symphony Number Five,. by
Shostakovitch and •·Dance of
the
Seven Veils" from
"Salome" by Richard Strauss.
Rauno earned his M.M. from
'The Conservatory of Music of
Kansas City, an M.A. from
Columbia University and his
D.M.A. from the Eastman
School of Music.
He has studied under
teachers such as Leopold
Godowsky, Olga Samaroff
Stokoski, Ann St. John, Carl
Friedberg and Rosina Lhevinne
at the Julliard School of Music.
Raimo received instruction by
Jose Echaniz while at the
Eastman School of Music.
He continued his education at
the Institute of International

Education at the University of
Vienna with Jorg Demus as
instructor.
Raimo has performed as
soloist with orchestras in ·ew
York 'ew Mexico, Utah, and
Colo~ado. He has played in
Europe, Latin America and
various areas in the United
States
A critic for the "San Antonio
Express'' described . Raimo's
playing
abilities
as
magnificent."
The festival will get underway Feb. 21 with a "Kinder
Kon cert" designed for preschool children in the St. Martin
Church. Weslaco, at 9:30 a.m.
A "Pops" concert will be
presented in both Harlingen and
McAllen Feb. 25 and 27
respectively.
Climaxing this year'.s festival
is Puccini's "Madame Butterfly, '' an opera starring
Maria Pellegrine and Jerold
orrnan. It will be held at 8: 15
p.m. m McAllen's Civic Center
on March 1.
Tickets may be purchased in
the Student Activity Center, the
McAllen Civic Center box office
and the Harlingen Chamber of
Commerce.

Placement Interview
Schedule Expanded

Although no definite dates
have been settled yet, Dr.
Dominguez said she expects to
present the play in the mid
Valley sometime in February
or March. The play performed
entirely in Spanish, is a tragicomedy. What starts out as ~
practical joke played on t.1e
town fool of San Andreas ends in
tragedy when the fool dies a
martyr's death.

Give That Special
Someone
A Valentine's Gift That Will_}·_
;,•;1..

Start Them On Their Way_~
; '?

t

To Prosperous Future... :·;c<
avings Ace

The list of job interviews be interviewing both today and
available this month to tomorrow.
prospective graduates has
Feb. 13 Cameron Iron Works
expanded.
, ·ill interview management and
The listings for today include marketing majors. All majors
the Houston Independent School will be interviewed by the
District , which will interview General
Services
Adelementary and, secondary
ministration. The U.S. Marine
education, biology, business, Corps will interview all majors
chemistry,
English, Feb. 13-14.
mathematics physics and
Feb. 18, Exxon will interview
social science majors.
accounting
majors.
The Amarillo ·rsD wants to
The play was performed once interview all majors. The
Feb. 19, Conoco
for the university audience on Caterpillar Tractor Company interview all business adcampus and twice for general will
interview
computer nunstration and management
audience at the McAllen Civic science, ecomonics, marketing majors.
Center in November. Although and manufacturing majors.
Feb. 21 the 'orthside ISD will
the play has not yet been Austin ISD will interview interview majors in elementary
published , Dr. Dominguez has elementary education majors education. special education,
already received a request for a after J p.m. Gulf Oil Company and all secondary levels. The
copy of "Samuel La Carrelilla" offers interviews for summer Republic
ational Bank of
from the University of New jobs to accounting majors. Dallas will interview acMexico.
Denver, Colorado ISO will also counting. general business and
finance majors.
The Harlingen ISO will interview elementary education,
driver education. art, P .E 1
music secondary art, biology,
business education. chemistry,
English, French. journalism,
mathematic • music, physics,
Spanish. and soeech ma iors.
Feb ·!o, the Texas Health and
Mental Retardation Center will
mterview special education,
The price of a colh;g.1: l:ducati n i. kyrocketing.
nursing, and community services majors. The Mobil Oil
Fortunately the ir orcc ha, done something to
Corporation will be incatch up with 11. or the fir t time, the Air F rce
terviewing that day, also.
ROTC chofaf',hip, include che 2-year program,
Students interested in signing
for both men and women.
up for an interview with one or
more of the visiting agencies
If you can 4ual i the ir Force will pa for the recan do so in this University
mainder of your c:ollcge education. Not onJy do
Center llli or call 381-247:J.
AFROTC 2-year college scholarships cover full

Dolltlet the
price ofa college
education stop
you.
r.

tuition, but reimbursement for textbooks, lab and
incidental fees, a well as a Lax-fr e monthly allowance of ·100.
To a. h in on all thi. just apply, qualify, and enroll
in the Air Force ROTC at C~fice Bldg. 11 H"
Pan American University
It' a great way to fini ·h your college education in
the money and build a future where the ky's no
limit ... a an officer in the Air Force.

MAKE THE MOST OF IT

"CLOTHE FOR
BEAUTIF L

PEOI~E"

IC

Your
Horoscope I
Ed. ote: The following bears
little likeness to reality. In fact
this article, prepared by th~
Publication
taff is designed
purely for your amu ement.
IFor Feb. 12, 75 J

ARIE I MARCH 21-APRll.. 19)

- In your effort to close out your

II

I
I
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school week, neglect the advice
of your teachers and close
associates, since it will only (
cloud your decision with facts.
And besides what the heck do
they know?
t
TAURUS (APRIL20-MAY 20) If you find yourself unable to 1
understand
your
class
assignments, don't worry about 1'
it, nobody else does either.

s ·
I

I
I
1

GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20) -

I

Rely on your intuition today.
That test you didn't study for
probably doesn't count for more
than half of your total grade.
CA CER (JUNE 21-JULY 22)
Today is yow· day to attend
classes. everyone is allowed i
three absences Crom the snack I
bar.
LEO 1.ruLY 23-AUG. 22) -Try
to enhance your public image,
today. Don't tell the professor
what you really think of him. •
\'ffiGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22) - 1·
Inconvenience stirs you to .
action, so when the bell says it's
time for class, drive over to the
Kam pus Kitchen; the bells ,
don't rin_g there.

1

I
I
II

II

II

LI.BRA tSEPT. 23-0CT. 22) - A
clever question unexpectedly
solves an old mystery - some
administrators can be found in
their offices tsometimes).
SCORPIO (OCT. 23- OV. 21) Be inventive today - Ask a
friend to help you with one of
yow: outlines. Then get him to
Einish the rest of the paper.
SAGITIARIUS tNOV. 22-DEC.
21)-Avoid appearing as though
you are rushing to the library,
everyone is inclined to notice,
besides the library probably
doesn't have it anyway.

I
I
I

I

I
I
i•

CAPRlCORN (DEC. 22-JAN.
19)-Avoid the bookstore today,
they could end up with all your
money, and your book and your
lunch box and notebook and ...
and ...

AQUARRJS (JAN. 20-FEB.18) ·
- Relationships thrive if they
are well established, but wail
till the enri of the semester
before you let your teacher
know.
PCSCES/FEB. 19-MARCH 20)-Positive action is the goal of all
your projects including "the
cute little red bead across the
room:• the· pool tournament
and ... don 'l drop your classes,
you have some time to sleep,

Stolen Items
The spring semester has been
set off with a small series of
breaking and entering thefts.
On Jan. 25 director Paul
Leonard, at the P AU Marine
Biology Lab at Padre Island
reported his car broken into.
Among the items stolen were
the master keys to the marine
lab and to several locks on the
Edinburg campus Science
Building.
Dr. Lazem Sorenson, dean of
the School of Science and
Mathematics, reported that
every lock associated with the
stolen keys has been replaced.
On the PAU Edinburg
campus reports of vehicle

break-ins have been received
from Pan Am students and two
winter visitors from Canada.

Some inner cities have special schools. For
little boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn
so afraid of failure, they cannot make the slightest
attempt to do anything at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't
behave. And all of them don 't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Kodak responded by working with the teachers.
Showed them how, through the language of pictures,
the children could communicate as they never could
before. And the teachers sent the kids out to take
pictures with their cameras.
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never
said anything, looked at the pictures and began to
talk. They said "This is my house." "This is my dog."
''This is where I like to hide." They began to explain,

II

to describe, to communicate. And once the channels of commun◄ cation had been opened, they
began to learn.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well,
we're showing how our products can help a teacher
-and maybe creating a who(e new market. And
we're also cultivating young customers who will
someday buy their own cameras and film. But more
than that, we're cultivating alert, educated citizens.
Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on society. So
vve care what happens to it.

Kodak.
More than a business.

-----•----•---•-----■------•------•------•-------.-.
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STUDENT PUBIJCATIONS STAFF DISPLAYS WIDE VARrETY OF TALENTS; NOT ALL GOOD (Montage By Richard Givens)

Education Department Offers Counseling
The Education Department at
Pan Am offers a counseling
service, among other servi~.
for students in bilingualf
bicultural education.
The service is designed to
advise students about required
courses and to aid in solving the
problem or students talcing
unnecessary classes, according
to Dr. George Gonzalez,
director of the Bilingual/
Bicullural Education Program.
The aim of bilingual
education
is
student
achievement while proficiently
using two languages in the
SERVICE O

lL MAKF.S

mstruclional process. 'l'he aim
or bicult11ral education is
student
identification,
development and recognition of
contributions made by two
cultures in interaction.
A new master of education
degree program with a
provisional elementary certificate in bilingual/bicultural
education is currently underway with approval of the
program expected soon, said
Gonzalez.
The BilinguaJ / Bicultural
Materials lnCormation Center,
a parl of a teacher training
PAR'IS

A

ESSORIES

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER
Your Kawasaki Dealer in the Metro Area

z, 2 Miles North 281
1 1

7s7.9091

Pharr

Mile East

RUMLEY'S
• lor<' For \l1•11

ARROW

JOCKEY

Free Gift Wrapping the year round.

HAGGAR

SOJJTH SID· SQUARE;,
Edlnh n 383-1801

FLORSHEIH

FOR YOUR SMOKING PLEASURE.
lmported

.,

CIGARS
CIGARETTSAND PIPES
PIPE REPAIRS WATER PIPES
CUSTOM TOBACCOS

WOODEN INDIAN
<;Jotac~o d'opp£
El Centro Mall Pharr-McAllen
.
787-8621
Open: Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M. To 9 P.M.

project sponsored by the
Bilingual Studies Program
opened last month, It was
established to house collected
instructional materials and
professional literature relevant
to bilingual /
bicultural
education Textbooks, kits,
films, records and tape
cassettes are included m the
collection.
The information center is a
joint effort of the bilingual
studies program, the Pan Am
Elementary
Education
Department, the Region One
Education Service Center, and
the Eclinburg Consolidated
School District.
The Activities Center's plans
include identifying sources of
bilingual bicultural materials
and organizing seminars or
wo r k s h o p s
o n
bilingual materials to examine
commercially
developed
materials as well as those
developed at the local level to
determine their relevancy for
lhisarea. The center also wants
to acquire foreign
and
domestic,
commercially
developed, professional
literature and instructional

Mu cular Dy trophy
Meeting Scheduled
The i',luscular Drslrophy
,\ssoc1ation will hold a meeting
in room :105 of Lhe University
Center today al 5 p.m .
The purpose of the me ling is
lo plan fund raising activities
with student organizations
around the campus.
Some of the activities to be
considered are a dance and a
go-cart
race
between
representative · or the various
campus organizations.
Student organizations are
invited to send a repre entati\•e
to the meeting.

materials as well as those
published by local programs.
Evaulation of instrwnents for
instructional materials are
hoped to be acquired from
commercial publishers and
local bilingual programs, by the
materials center. Also, conferences with personnel from
bilingual programs regarding
the validity of the existing
evalut1on instruments are
olanned.
Each school district which
has an nrollment of 20 or more
children of limited Englishspeaking ability will institute a

program of bHingual instruction in the first grade.
l:!.:ach year a grade will be added
until billnguaJ instruction is
offered in each grade up to the
third or sixth grades with local
board approval, according to a
Senate Bill put into effect
beginning with the 1974-75
school year.
The Bilingual
BiculturaJ
Program, although relatively
new at PAU, is progressing and
providing bilingual education in
needed areas in the Valley,
Texas and
other areas
throughout the country.

CANTU'S
PHARMACY
511 South Closner
383-1239
----------------------.

FOR

CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North l 0th

McAllen
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Basketball Claims 18 Straight
Pan American's onrushing
Bronc basketballers have taken
their 17th and 18th straight
victories with them into the
record books.
The Broncs whipped Texas
A&I last Wednesday nigbtat the
Edinburg Field House by a 11985 margin and followed that
stomp session up Saturday
night with a 82-75 defeat of
Hardin-Simmons'
fighting
Cowboys.
High scoring Marshall
Rogers contributed 36 points to
the Bronc cause in the A&I
game for high-point honors.
Gilbert King dumped in 24

points, followed by Julies
Howard with 18, Jesus Guerra
with 15, Steve Washington with
12 and John McDowell with 10.
Texas A&l was led by their 6-6
All-America prospect Jeff St.
Clair who ripped through 28
points, while Mike Mosenson
tallied 25 and Rick Calhoun 15.
The halfbme score indicated
how the game went with the
Broncs leading 62-43.
The game was attended by
5,300 enthusiastic fans who
thoroughly filled the gym.
The Hardin-Simmons contest,
played in Abilene, was attended

by a meager 1,050 fans I in
number)" but screaming for
the Cowlloys to pull off the big
upset was continual to the end.

dropped Hardin-Simmons to 3lG.
The Broncs are now 19-1 for
the year with 18 aforementioned
King led the Bronc scoring straight wins. Their next two
this time with another 24 point games come on the road against
performance, followed by the Air Force Academy and
Rogers and McDowell. both Denver University in Colorado.
with 19. Howard . popped The two games following that
through 13 for the Pan will be back at home to close out
Americans while Guerra settled the official season. Those
for a playmaker role with seven games will be against the
points.
University
of
Southern
Mississippi
on
Feb.
18 and
Randy Jarnigan netted 23 for
the Cowboys while Donnie Wood Trinity University on Feb. 25.
The Broncs travel t-0 Mexico
tabbed 22. The Broncs led 42--33
at halftime in the game that City for an unofficial game

1 NCAA-wise

l on Feb. 28 with
University of Mexico City.
As of the "Pan American's"
press time on Tuesday the
Bronc basketball team, which
owns the second best won-loss
mark in the coUJ1try. was given
a ranking by one of the Major
polls for the first time this
season. The Associated Press
poll put the Broncs, who are 1~
1, in the 15th slot among the
college Top Twenty, Only No. I
ranked Indiana, with 20-plus
wins and no defeats has a better
winning percentage than the
Broncs.

Bronc Golfers Open In Giant Tourney
Twenty-two college golf
teams, including l7 major golf
universities in the U.S. plus five
teams from Mexico will tee off
in Monterrey Feb. 12-15 in the
third annual Pan American
University
Intercollegiate .
International Tournament.
Coach Tony Guerrero of Par.
American University, who
originated this event two years
ago, has expanded the field
until it stretches from

California to Nebraska, from
Alabama to Mexico City.
" We have another outstanding field of most of the
best college golfers in the
United States and Mexico,"
Guerrero said. The field includes the University of Texas
Longhorns, who dominated this
tournament
behind
Ben
Crenshaw, now a touring pro, in
1973.

The University of Florida will
notreturn to defend its 1974 title
but the competition promises to
be ferocious even without the
Gators.
El Club Campestre's picturesq uely beautiful course
demands a high standard of
golf. Many of the hot young
collegians came to grief on the
back nine in past tournaments
when the course reached out

Lone Star State.
and punished them.
Other
entries
include
A strong threesome from
Oklahoma -- the university Brigham Young, Colorado,
teams
from
Oklahoma, Nebraska, Wichita State,
Arizona State, Louisiana State,
Oklahoma State and Oral
San Diego State, Alabama, New
Roberts - could give this event Mexico and New Mexico State.
a second straight non-Texas The Mexico entries are Monwinner.
terrey
Tech,
Monterrey
Southern Methodist, Pan University, Guadalajara,
American and Trinity will Mexico City and a team of
challenge Texas' claim to be collegians from El Club
No. 1 golf university from the Campestre.

Baseball Season Begins In Houston
Two tournaments featuring
teams from Iowa - the state
where most of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley's "winter
Texans" come from - highlight
Pan American University's 61game baseball schedule.
Pan Am launches its Jampaign on the road, against the
University of Houston Feb. 15
and 16.
The home openers also will be
Saturday
and
Sunday
doubleheaders, against the
University of Texas at
Arlington Feb. 22 and 23.
But the big attractions on Pan
,Am's home schedule, for the
thousands of refugees from
Iowa's winter at least, will be
the arrival of two Corn State
baseball teams in the Valley's

subtropical climate.
Northern Iowa University
will join the University of
Missouri and Pan Am to
compete in the Palm Valley
Tournament March 10-12. Then
Morningside College of Iowa
will enter the week-long Citrus
Tournament with Eastern
Michigan, Indiana and Pan Am
March 24-29.
Some special promotions will
be made by Pan Am to encourage midwestem "winter
Texans" to attend games at
Jody
Ramsey
Baseball
Stadium.
Besides the two tournaments,
Pan Am's schedule includes
home series against old rivals
such as Trinity, St. Edward's,
Dallas Baptist, Nebraska-

8endthePTD

'LoveBundle for

~lentines'Hee~..
0

"

Omaha, Texas Lutheran and
Hardin-Simmons.
Lubbock
Christian, an NAIA power, will

pay its first visit to Pan Am for face four Southwest Conference
doubleheaders April 21 and ~2; teams - Baylor, SMU, TCU and
On the road the Broncs will Houston - plus the University of
Dallas and Trinity.
The Broncs have scheduled 61
games in 78 calendar days, but
bad weather usually curtails
the schedule. A dozen games
were rained out last season,
when Al Ogletree coached the
Broncs to a 50-11 record and into
the NCAA District 6 playoffs for
Cantu, Linda Garcia and Josie the fifth straight year.
de Leon.
-------------,
The Latin Joker roster looks
Study in
like this: Jaime Escobar,
Guadalajara,
Mexico
Santiago Gomez, Roel Gonzalez, .J.ume M., Victorio The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
Ramirez, Jesus Guerra, Julio SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI ·
OF ARIZONA progrnm ,
Pena, Mike V.• Cesar Gonzalez VERSITY
wlfl orter June 30 lo Augusl 9,
and Arturo S. PereJ.
anthropology, art, educ;it1011 , folkSome people like deadlines so lore, geography, h•story, govern·
language and llter,,tllre.
here's a pleasing paragraph. men!,
Tu111on ;ind rees,Sl90 , board and
The softball deadline is Feb 9 roorn wt!h Mexican f;unily S245 .
al noon . The swimming Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
~13 New Psychology ,
deadline is April !l at noon and SCHOOL.
Un1vers1ty of Ar1z:on~. Tucson ,
the co-recreational bowling Arizona 85721
deadline is April l: at noon.

In-tramural People
Find Spring Winner
We have some results! Intramural volleyball has come to
a quick ending for the spring
semester. The Latin Jokers are
the first place finishers for the
men followed by the Camp Cats,
Smoke Eaters and IK's.
Those ever-present women
voUeyballers have a champion
too. The women Campers outdueled the Newman females for
the title.
The roster for the Camperf
includes Gloria Cantu, Sandy
Benavidez, Barbara Lee Chapa,
Raquel Ojeda, Alma Gloria
Guerra,
Minnie
Rangel,
Yolanda Leal, Mary Helen

Media Teams
Battle To Tie

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Two Convenient Locations
219 East Cano
:111:1-4511

Et!inburg

15Hi W, University
:m:i-i:u!l

Beautiful Hair is Our Thing...
The Valley Freedom Group
team consisting of newsmen
Crom the Valley Morninf{ Star
Of McAllen
and Brownsville Herald, battled
Professional Hairstyling For Men and Women
viciously with the KRGV
1013 Wisteria
McAllen
radiomen in a pre game contest
• 1 Mil~ North al
GBfi JS}]
Natan• Loop off North I GIil i1'COI
).it the Bronc Field House, but
wound up in a ;:·i-::·i deadlock ·
High scorer for the game was
KRGV's Jan Jernberg, who also
doubles as head basketball
coach at Pharr-San Juan Alamo High School, with 12
points. Jeff Walker had eight
big points to lead the Valley
Group followed by Frank
Farmer. Mike Montoya and
F'ur The Perfect G1fl i::verytlme-Jewt'lry
Roger Phillips with six points
A Gut That Will Last Forever
each.
The game was held to
promote mass communications. ~~:::11~0~~·~•2'."-lh_____....,.E_din
..
· ....b..
ur...;g;;,._-...~.....!'!2=~~~~383~'!'--2~4~32~~

ROFFLb"Jl

I
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13th
U.C.P.C. GENERAL MEETING
SNACK BAR, 7 P.M.

MONDAY, FEBRAURY 17th
MOVIE I "TUPAMAROS"

UNIVERSITY CENTER
THIRD FLOOR, T.V. ROOM
11 A.M.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd
VIKKI CARR IN CONCERT
PAU FIELD HOUSE, 8 P.M.

TICKETS: RESERVED, $~.00 & $7.00, GENERAL ADMISSION, $5.00
PAU STUDENTS, $4.00

Trini"ty Netters Win Crown
Pan American's dashing
Bronc netters have started off
the new season with a smash,
Toe industrious Pan Am bunch
finished third in the Pan
American Tennis Tournament
held last weekend and started
off their dual-match season

with a bang by beating Rice
University 6-3 last Monday.
The third place tournament
finish came at the expense of
two nationally ranked teams
wbo finished behind the Broncs
in the 3-day affair. Southern
Methodist University, came

PLACES

TO EAT

oGo
Specializing in White Flour
Taco & TortiUas
2263
Phone
Pecan McAllen 682-()921

- :'
~

,_

·

---=-

SALAMI, CHEESE, LETTUCE & PICKLES

POOR BOY
SANDWICH
ONLY

69c

POOR BOY DRIVE-IN
1020 W. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

I Aero s From Fin

Robust German
Specialties ·

Catering
"For Special:
OccasJons

Samlwlches ·
And

. Pastries
"Com.e In For Lunch"
383-4.669

Edinburg

into the tourney as the fourth
ranked team in the nation, but
failed to score a point. Texas
A&M, ranked 16th before the
tourney, managed only sixth
place in the eight-team field.
Trinity University, ranked
10th in the nation, rolled up 19

points as the tournament
winner followed by Houston's
11. Houston was ranked eight in
the nation prior to the tourney.
The Broncs finished
with
five points, two and one-half
being picked up by Ricardo
Eynaudi, one by Paco Ceron,
one by Rob Bettauer and onehalf point by Antonio Hartmann in his doubles team-up
with Eynaudi.
Ross Walker of Houston, the
tourney's No. One seed, took the
singles championship
That Rice dual-match win
moved Pan Am Coach Dennis
Conner into a tie with former
Pan Am tennis mentor Harry
Meng for all-time dual match
wins. Toe Rice defeat put
Conner at 55 lifetime wins as
Pan Am's tennis coach Conner
will be going for 56 and a new
record this Friday at Orville I.
Cox tennis stadium when his
Broncs go up against Baylor
University's Bears. Should the
meeting prove to be a winning
one, Conner would be looking
for his 57th career win against
the Lamar University squad the
next day at Cox stadium. Both
tilts start at 1 p.m.

Love is a giving thing.

lll

_

(j
~

.•

/~~~ 1

A perfect Keepsake
diamond ays it all ,
reflecting your love in
its brilliance and beauty.
,., - ..,-,.. i~,And y~u can choo e with
~ ~-. confidence because che
·.. ·;· Keep ake guarantee assures
. ,~
~ perfect clarity, fine white
'
·
color and precise
R.. hc1
modern cut. There is
no finer diamond ring.

The win over Rice came to a
Pan Am team that starts three
freshmen in their lineup. Those
""'''
men are Rob Bettauer, who
dropped his singles match to
Scott Turpin 7-6, 6-3; Rob
Hubbard, who won his singles
match against Chris Mullen 6-4,
6-4: and Sean Sorensen, who
teamed with Bettauer to defeat
Rick Silverthorn and Turpin in
Box 90, Syracuse, N. Y. 13201
doubles 6-3, 7-5.

Keepsake~

Please send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding'' plus
full color folder and 44 pg Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25f.

Nam~------------------Addre,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Srate._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zi..,__ _ _ _ _ __

Find Keepsake Jewelers in rhe Yellow Pages or dial free 800-243-6000.
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NOW
SHOWING

~~

··i
. ·e-:;~

I
.

Herve Villtwhaizc nmy be ~mall
-but he'~ deadly-. In 11,e newc~I Jnn,e~ Bond mo,•ic ~•arrin1,:
Roger Moor , "TI1e J\lan Will,
The Golden ,un," he play lhP
,illain ~ henchman. The Alhe1;t
R . ll1;.oc<'oli-Harry ah~mun
produclit>n.

'

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

SERVING YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES
POOL & FOOSBALL, TOO!

FEB. 15 - LIVE MUSIC BY

''STONEWALL''
3001 EAST HIWAY 83
DONNA

CITRUS

NOW SHOWING

----------~

464-9007

RLTON

HESTON

F THE NEW

TUPRffl

WAITRESSES
WANTED

i're.s e.."ted b~ UC.P.C.
u~i~~rsit~ C&nt~T
Room
ell..1J en o) c. I oc. t a.rn.

rv

rb~de~-F~br~ar~ 1,,1q15

APPLY AT

LAST PICTURE SHOW
After 5 P.M.
OR CALL

383-9276

.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . __ _..,. . ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - J

A raging holocaust that engulfs the world 's tallest skyscraper
claims a victim in this scene from Irwin Allen's "The Towering
Inferno" premiering
FEB. 21_ at the CJNEMA 1 Theatre.
Steve McQueen, Paul Newman, William Holden, Faye Dunaway,
Fred Astaire, Richard Chamberlain, Jennifer Jones, 0. J. Simpson,
Robert Wagner, Robert Vaughn and Susan Blakely star in the 20th
Century-Fox-Warner Bros. film .

;
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Energy Seminar Begins
An energy seminar entitled
··Tomorrow's
Energy:
Challenge For Today's Youth"
will be presented today in lhe
Fine Arts Auditorium from 9:30
to 1::m.
The seminar's purpose is to
inform people about the energy
situation and where future
solutions lay .
MeU1ods of obtaining energy
will be discussed by four
speakers. Dr. Edwin LeMaster,
of Pan Am Physical Science
Department will present the
topic of solar energy as ways of
getting energy from the sun.
Robert Rodgers of the
Geology Dept. will discuss

Geothermal or the earth's
resources for energy. Mr. Phil
Franks, from Corpus Christi's
Central Power and Light
Company, will talk on nuclear
or atomic energy, and 1r. John
Speaker will speak on the
valley ·s position m the energy
situation.
Energy displays such as a
solar oven and a solar water
heater will be in the Fine Arts
lobby for spectators.
The seminar is sponsored b}
the Federation of Americans
Supporting
Science
and
Technology I F ASST) and the
Societ} of Physics Students.
All students are Invited to
attend.

Vikki Carr To Perfrorn
RETIRED AND ACTrVE faculty met socially last week at a retired faculty reception in
the University Ballroom. Many members of the pres~nt Pan Am faculty were on hand to
welcome guests. Retired faculty visiting and residing in the Valley were in attendance.
Total attendance exceeded 150 people.

Vicki Carr, who has performed mternationallv before
Queen Elizabeth and at
the
White House betore former
President ixon's State Dinner
for lhe president of Venezuela,
will appear in the Pan

American University Field
House Sunda}
·

Miss Carr has released 25
record albums and has starred
in two musicals, "South
Pacific" and " The Unsinkable
Molly Brown."
She has received the Visiting
Entertamer of the Year award
in Mexico City and Singer of the
Year award by lhe American
Guild of Varietv Artists.

203

McALLEN

SOUTH

Tickets are . ~ for students, 5
for general admission, and $5
and Ii for reserved seats. The
performance ~ill begin at 8
p.m.

MAIN

Calendar

THE STORE FOR FASHION LOVERS

*PRESENTS*

LOVE Sc

- ~+
~"

WED E DAY
Methodists are having services in the chapel today from
12 to I p .m .
HOPE is meeting in the
University Center ~l06 from 6:30
to 8::10 p.m.
The Spanish Club is getting
together from -I to 6 p.m. in UC
:IO(i.
TH RSDAY

El Sol will gather in U 306 at
5·:10 for an hour.
Delta Zeta will meet from 6 to
o p.m in u :ms.
FRIDAY
Intercollegiate Knights will
meet from 7::m to 10 p.m. m UC
:IOli.

SUNDAY
Phi Chi Theta meets in UC :lll7
from :! to 5·:\0 p.m.
10 DAY

Phi Kappa Tau will meet 'i to
fl p m. in t 1C :rn; ,
Kappa Sigma Fraternity will
meet , to 9 p.m . m UC ;msA.
Phi Kappa Theta will meet
,;::lll Lo 11 p.m . in lX ' :mr,

Coarine Se?'IDOur & Rtcllard Barthel.mess
In

"Scarlet Day"
19L4

Start now ... ond
you'll be ready
to wear a teeny
bikini and look
positively great!

SHAPE CENTER HEALTH

CLUB
21 LINDBERG

Vlvlan Rich & Alfred Vosburg
In "Enchanbnent"
1916

McALLEN

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

$19.5_0
\\ 1TH l.D. CARO

Day Care Committee Submits Proposal To Dr. Nichols
The Day Care Center Committee, headed by Santana
Gonzalez, has submitted a
proposal for considualion to
Dr J. C. Nichols, vice president
for academic affairs.
The conumttee inlends to
provide a day care c nter on
campus
where
married
students ma)' enroll their
children and wh re faculty

may research new educational
th ones, child psychology and
curriculwn innovations
.. Pan American will provide
£2,IKlO in m•kind contributions
for lhe center,'' said Gonzalez.
A regulation stipulates that
:1,liOO squar vards of fence
mw t
be rected behind the
safety building, but we ltope to
have .i,800 sauare \ards, he
added . "The PAUSA will foot

th bill for th fence.· • he said.
·· we urge the university to
approve and accept the
proposal. and request the
AC ' ,DC to fund the Child Day
Care ·enter.• Gonzalez said,
The proposal must be presented
to lhe board of regents for
approval or rejection, u n
approval by the ACCEDC.
The proposal states in part
that parents
of enroll d

children will be involved with
child study, curriculum planning. committee participation.
and clas room assistance
·eeded equipment to complete
furnish! ngs
for
three
classrooms include furniture,
floor covering. curriculum
apparalus, and
teachin
devices. Outdoor pla) equ11r
ment needed includes apparatus and wheel toys.

The committee will establish
a ctuld development advisory
committee, upon approval of
Dr Rolph Schilling, which wiU
meet al least ever other
month
The Idea of th day care
center evolved from requests
by Pan American students for
help in meeting their children's
needs while student parents are
attending PAU.

The Pan American
Febraury 19, 1975

Edinburg, Texas
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Regents Give Committee Power

11IE PAU board of regents met for their regular meeting last week. Discussing material
on the agenda are 1-r University President Ralph Schilling; Ruben cardenas, regent;
Barney M. Davis, vice-<:hairman; acting as chairman of board in place of Mrs. Allan
Shivers; Sam Maclin, financial counselor; Morris Atlas, chairman of the merger committee; and Keilh Kennedy, vice-president for business affairs.

UCPC Presents Vikki Carr
She also ha had 28 best
i.xon's and President Ford's
The University
Center
selling albums. At one point,
Program Council will present administrations.
Born in El Paso, Miss Carr is she simultan ously had two
Vikki carr in concert, Feb. 23.
Miss carr. who currently has the eldest of seven children, and albums and two singles on the
a hit album, "One Hell of a the daughter of a construction nation's top 100 records.
Woman," has performed be.fore engineer. H r real name is
She has devoted time and
sell ou.t crowds on Broadway, Florencia Bis nta de Casillas talent to the American Cancer
Martinez Cardona.
and in the fine t nightclubs in
Society, the March of Dimes,
he initiated the Vikki Carr
the world.
the Chrisbnas Seal campaign,
She has been the guest star on Scholarshtp Foundation for St. Joseph's Ho pital Founevery major TV network Mexican-American young dation in Houston, St. Jude
variety show including Johnny people. The ' ries of university Children's Re.search Hospital in
Carson, Dean Martin, Jackie and college scholarships she Memphis and the Over eas
has provided total more than Fed ral Campaign Fund.
Gleason and Carol Burnett.
She has tarred in m~ical $40,000 and furnished financial
Tickets for Miss Carr's
comedies, South Pacific" and ass1Stance for approximately 56
performance may be purchased
"'l'he
Unsinkable
Molly students.
In 1973, Miss Carr was the ln McAllen at the Ceramic
Brown."
Miss Carr also performed at national chairm;m of the Marl. WhaJens, the Popular. the
Ware House and El entro
the Royal Command Per- Chrisbnas S al Drive.
A list of her hit records in- Sound Center, in Harlingen.
formance in London before
Queen Elizabeth in Hl67 She clude .. ll Must Re Him," "With tickets ma> be purchased at the
has delivered several concerts Pen in Hand," "Can't Take My Emporiwn: in Brownsville at
at the White House stale din- Eyes off of You" and " Wind Me the Popular; and in Edinburg at
the University Record hop,
ners durirm both President Up."
Val's, .url's and the Uruvcr, ity
C nter.
The performance will begin
A total of 356 votes were cast tying . ln the School of
unclay at 8 p.m. a the Field
Humanitie , Jerry Gurjardo House. Ticket co ls are 4 for
in last eek' Pan American
Univer ity's
Student was elected to the post of students. 5 for general adenator.
Association el ction.
mission, and $6 and $7 for
Jorge Luis Valero and reserved seats.
Armando Castro was elected
AJberto Vasques won enator's
·ecretary-lreasurer.
seals in the chool of Business.
HEP
Worker
Patty 'uvaro wa eJected
.Jose cantu and Olga Baldazo
enalor of the chool of ocial
Th High chool Equivalency
won seats in the School of Program is now taking apScience, ~ ith Jose Francisco
Education.
Perez and John Robert Irvin
plications for a women's dorm
assistant to work part-lime on
evenings and weekends.
To qualify. applicant must be
The super jolly gre •n g1ant ac rding to Capt. Raul Conliving
in the dorm, must be
will be on campus F b. 20!
tr ras, project officer.
sophomore
or
higher
The Air Force ROTC will
Students and advisors will classification .
provide a flight orienlallon for
all ROTC students. Thursda) at take a 30-45 minute flight over · Applications may be made at
12:30 p.m. on helicopter HH-53 the Valley in the helicopter. Emilia Hall 211.

The Pan
m Board of
Regents authorized the PAUur merger committee lo seek
submission of a bill calling for
the merger before the Texa
Legislature last week.
Following an explanation b)
Morris Atlas, regent and
chairman of the merger
committee, the board a~reed
th • March 14 d adline for
submission of bill to the state
legislature succeeds the next
regularly scheduled board of
Fell. 12.
Atlas xplained to the board
that the biU would not repr . nl
the board's final opinion.
He also informed the board of
lbe scheduled ffil' •ting with Dr.
Charles LeMaistrc, chancellor
of th UT sy t m. But Dr.
LeMaistre later had to cancel
the meeting, because he was
called to Washington, D.C.
Atlas also gave a full report
on the nine-member committee's action and informed a11
present of the next scheduled
meeting today at Ii p.m. in the
facultv loW'lee.
tlas told of an invitation
extended to the board to appear
on a one-hour question-answer
session on KRGV-TV at 9 p.m.
Feb 23. Ruben Cardena .
regent and member of the
committee, then told the board
that the Vikki 'arr concert

would be performed one hour
prior to the telecasl at the Pan
Am Field House. He explained
that this concert would draw
many student TV listeners.
ince the invitation wa made
public, Atlas has aMounced the
postponement of the telecast.
In other business the board
rHmployed 281 faculty and
staff m •mbers for the 1975-76
academic year. which beglJlS
Sept. 1.
Re-employment
was
recommended by the board'
acad mic and developmental
affairs committee, chaired by
Barney Davis.
Dr. Ralph Schilling, president
of Pan Am, will begin his 16thyear a president of the institution in June.
All vice-presidents of the
university were re-employed.
The board also granted an
extension to tanuel Lopez to
his current leave or absence,
while in pursuit of a doctoral
degree.
The board also extended the
remaining two years of a three
year contract held by Abe
Lemons, athletic director and
basketball coach, for one year.
Baseball coach Al Ogletree,
will perform his duties under a
ne~ two-year contract. The·
, ' e Board P• 7

Student Election Results

ROTC Helicopter Ride

VIK.Kl CARR, POPULAR INGER, WJlL PERFORM
The Concert Is Scheduled For 8 p.m. In Field House.
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Student Senate

Requests More Counselors
By MARTHA McCLAIN
A resolution asking for more
full time counselors at Pan
Ame rican
was
passed
unanimously at the Student
Association meeting, Feb. 13.

The resolution must now be
sent to Dean of Men Ricardo
Chapa, then to the vicepresident for student affairs,
Dr. Mike evarez, and eventually for approval or rejection
from the board of regents.
[n a recent poll, 81 per cent of
the students asked wanted more
assistance in personal problems
and academic planning. ''It is
absurd that Pan American has
only one full time counselor;
this resolution is long overdue,"
said Senator Alex Gonzalez.

After much discussion, a
resolution asking for creation of
a student court of traffic appea ls was passed. Senator
Charles Adams called the
student traffic court a "waste of
time. " and said it would cause a
"war between the security
department and students."

111ERE IS more than one way to fry an egg. Above, a PAU
imtructor demonstrates how to fry an egg with solar heat
during the Energy Seminar held last week at the Fine Arts
Auditorium.

P AU Seminar Successful
By SALLY PREISMBERGER
" T o m o rro w's
Energy:
Challenge for Today's Youth,"
kicked off the energy seminar,
hosted by Pan Am, last week.
The first presentation began
with a slide show by Robert
Rodgers, associate professor in
the Physical Science Department. Rodgers dis cussed
various sources of power
available from the earth and of
possible ways to harness that
power.

Rodgers showed some successful geothermal energy
projects in his slide presentation, including geyser~ in
Iceland and wells in Mexico.
Be also touched upon
problems involved in harnessing and reaching the
energy source.
Dr. Edwin LeMaster, head of
the PAU Physical Science
Department, lectured on solar
energy and the many means
available for utilization of solar
energy.
Slides of experimental solar
radio, solar refrigeration and of
a solarly heated and cooled
bol.L5e were explained by Dr.
LeMaster. The heating and
cooling process was done by
placing black barrels on one
side of the hou.se . The barrels

were enclosed with immovable
sides except in the front where
the door opened and closed.
The barrels were black, Dr.
LeMaster pointed out, to absor b
the hea t radiated from the sun.
To heat the house, the fron t door
is closed over the ba rrels at
night to keep the heat from
esca ping into the air. If the
doors were kept closed during
the day the dark barrels would
not absorb the heat rays so that
the house would remain cool.
A lecture on nuclear energy
was presented by Joe Moore , of
the Nuclear Development
Department of Central Power
and Light Company.
His lecture included future
energy possibilities from
nuclear sources and CP&L's
plans for constructing a nuclear
plant. By January 1976, be said,
" CP&L plans to receive its
construction permit for the
plant." By 1978 they hope to
apply for the operating license.
John Speaker of Corpus
Christi's Central Power and
Llght Company public relations
department, concluded the
seminar with a talk about the
valley energy situation. He
stressed the need to use energy
wisely.

NOW IN A NEW LOCATION!

Mr. .Sergio's
HAIR DESIGNERS

1009 MAPLE
686-7781
McALLEN
A NEW FLAIR IN
BEAUTY SALONS

The ehannel a student
currently goes through to appeal a traffic citation on
campus is the traffic security
office, headed by Chief Leroy
Eastin . Then the student goes
to the office of the Coordinator
of Auxiliary, headed by John
Morris; then to the Vice
President for Business Affairs,
Keith Kennedy ; and finally to
President Ralph Schilling
according to Chapa.
:1
Action needed to be taken
includes incorporating ideas
from other universities and
possible adoption of a similar
program, the senator s decided.

The resolution of restoration
of activity period met with
favorable response and was
passed by the senate. Dean
Chapa explained that formerly
activity period was on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, third period. He
said that the number of classes
scheduled for that period were
held to a minimwn. He pointed
out that the classrooms are
currently needed, but with the
growth of the campus, the
return of activity period may be
forseen in the future.
Cindy Mata, senator and
student attending merger
committee meetings, gave a
brief report on the Pan
American - UT system merger
possibility. The question of
curriculum make up and what
would become of student funds
if the merger becomes a reality
was raised. Miss Mata could not
answer, but said research
needed to be done on these
subjects.
Hollis Rutledge, president pro
tern, introduced a resolution to
present the Newman movement
$20 for use of the Student Center
For Social Involvement, during
the book exchange . The
resolution passed, although
considerable opposition was
voiced.
Santa na Gonzalez, vice

president of PAUSA. proposed
giving 30 to several fencing
representatives
of
Pan
American to attend a fencing
meet. The team planned lo pay
its own transportation , but
would be unable to pay for fees
and rental of equipment. Amid
arguing and opposition. Gonzalez retracted his proposal.
A resolution to vote out
senators with two or more
absences was proposed. It was
decided to postpone this action
until the Feb. 27 meeting.
Senator Ted Brann said he
wanted to see a committee
formed to investigate the infringment on studentsj rights
concerning absences in classes.
Senator Irma I Flip) Mendoza
proposed doing away with the
current system of electing Miss
Pan American, which is usually
scheduled
during
Pan
American Week. To replace it,
the University Center Program
Council wants to sponsor a Miss
Pan American Scholarship
Pageant. Au friendly-amendment was presented and it also
passed . The scholarship is
expected to be $250, and a
minimum of 20 contestants
must enter for the contest to be
conducted. The winner of the
pageant will be entered in the
Miss Texas contest.

:]/," ?Joung :J.whion
:c o -ORDINATES FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL
!EVERYTHING FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

EL CENTRO MALL

787-2901

FOR HIM~N-HER
The "Rafter" Shop

Edllor
Reporters

Cr•1gS m lt h

Martha McClain
8 111 Grlflil!

upstair1
the place
for the
two of you.

Sally Prct m uberger

J a n Maynard
A. J . Wri ght
15m•el Enrl qun
David Newman
PhOtas
Richard Gi ven5
and Hector Crut
Ad M anager
Rudy Nordmeyer
Grad Asst
Ron Keller
Advisor
H.arry Quin
TIie Pan Amer ican. student newspaper
al Pan Amencon University, is publlshed •
by Sludenl PUbllcallons, Emlllo Hall 100,
phone 381 2.S.t, at Edinburg, Texas, each
Wednesday except during e~amlnatlons
ond holidays under Or. M ike, Nevar ez. vice
president for student affair s, and Harry
Quin, advisor Views presen ted a r e those
of studen ts and do not necessarily refl ect
!hose of the university odmlnistratlon
Subscription price by· mall : SJ a year
Contributions and leflers 10 the editor
shOuld be subml11ed by noon lhe Friday
before publication Both may be edited
Le tt ers should no1 eKceed 250 words ,n
lenotn I Zip Code : 1 BS391

Clrcu1at1on
Sports Ed

/l,niff~
North
/

.

And The

1617 N . 10th
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WED ESDAY

Methodis ts are havi ng chapel
toda y at noon until one.
HOPE will m eet in th e
University enter. room :I07A
from fi:30 - 8::IO p.m .
The Spanis h Club is meeting 'I
- fi p.m. in UC 306-3llfiA

THURSDAY
Delta Zeta will get togetheT
from li-9 p.m. in UC :!05.
E l Sol will meet in UC :106 at
5~0 p.m . for an hour.
Mu E ps ilon will meet from
i'::lO p.m . to 9 p.m . UC 307.
Episcopalians , Methodists,
SCSI and BSU invite everyone
to attend a co£fee break F e b. 23
from 8 to 10 a .m. al the Student
Center tor Social lnvolvement.
The purpose of the coffee break
is to meet and acquaint new
friends .

NEW ARRIVALS FO R

FRIDAY

Pan American
News Highlights

lntercollegiate Knights will
m et from i': :l0-10 p.m. in UC

:mu.
SUNDAY
UCP C will mee l in the gym 9
a. m. - 12. p .m . for concert
preparations.
Interfraternity Council meets
at 2:30 p.m ..f> :30 p .m . in the
North Jr. High gym .

MONDAY
P hi Ka ppa Ta u will meet in
UC 307 from 7 p ,m. to 9 p.m .
Phi Kappa Theta will gather
at (k:IO p.m . in UC 306 until 11
p.m .
From 7 p .m . - 9 p.m . Kappa
Sigma will meet in UC 305A.

PAN AMERICAN University
will a gain observe Daylight
Saving Time. Feb. 2J, all clocks
should be set ahead one hour
before retiring.

THEFACULTVSE ATEwill

m eet today in Engineering
Buildin g 159. The meeting_
scheduled for :J: 30 p .m ., wii!
indude a discussion with Dr.
Ralph Schilling, presiden~ a
TU&DAY
discuss ion with Dr . J . C.
The Veterans Organization Nichols , vice-president for
will gather from 1: 40-3 p.m. in academi c affairs; and a
C :mfi.
discussion of senate committee
Phi Sigma Kappa will meet 5- assignments.
HI p.m. in the P .E . Complex.
Besides regular business
there will be a report of the
SP RING & SUMM ER! committee on procedures for
faculty promotion: a report
Erom the committee on faculty
mput into lhe selection of administrators ; and a report on
lhe activities of the committee
0
investigating the possible
mer ger with the University of
Texa s System .

BLOUSES FROM $4so UP
PANTS FROM $7° UP
THE

"WEAR" HOUSE Of EDINBURG

"WHERE MOST ITEMS ARE UNDER $ 10~

For The PerfKt Gilt Everytime-Jewelr y
A Gtft Thac Wtll Last Fort>ve r

110 N. 12th

383-2432

PAN AM STUDE TS performin g " Tin y Alice ," a nd
ad visors will a ttend the fivestate elimination contes t in Fort
Worth , Feb. 19.2:1. Seve n pla ys
wtll be chose n, and critiques
will be given by
ew York
director, Ger a ld l''riedma nn at
the festival.
An ac tin g work s hop conducted by professional acling
coach Alvina Kra us . and a
wor kshop for lechn ida ns ll)
Donald Onslage r will a lso be on
the schedule.
In this play, ·J\lbce wr ites in
me ta p hor, ma k i n~ strong.
unse n timen tal
s tatements
about the wo r ld in which we live
and personal freedom," accord i 11~ lo Jan t'ourtne).
assistant dramc;1 professor ancl
direc tor of the pill).

Hours are from 8 a.m. - 11
p.m. on weekdays and 1 p.m. - 9
p.m . on weekends.
Tony Vela , director of the
University Center, pointed out
that two television sets were
recently added.

scholarship and will be eligible
to compete in the Miss Texas
Pageant in Fort Worth.
The trip to Fort Worth, will be
paid [or by UCPC.
For more information contact
David Closner in University
Center :104 or call :m-2611.

STUDENTS INTERESTED in
working £or the federal
"PLEASE PICK up unsold
government must take the books left with the book exProfessional
Administrative change." urges Hollis Rutledge,
Career Examination I PACE ) chairman of the project. Checks
according to Joe 1'revino of the for sold books were mailed last
McAllen social security office. week to students. If payment
The examination will be given for book has not been received
in McAllen on March 15 at 8 yet, books can be picked up in
a.m . in the Sacred Heart the student government office
Parish . PACE has replaced the :114. University Center.
former Federal Service EnRutledge said the exchange
trance Examination I FSEE 1. handled approximately $'150
Everybody graduated within worth of books and still had 250
the next 12 months is en- to :mo books that needed to be
couraged to take the PACE . picked up . ID and a receipt for
Students bemg graduated in the the book must be hown to pick
top 10 per cent of their class or up books.
with an overall :1.5 grade point
averag e or from a major
A SUMMER ENRI 'HMENT
subdivision of the university are
also r equired to lake the pro g ram for minority or
di s adv a ntaged pre - med
examination .
s tudents will be offeretl in a
U('P will sponsor the first number of medical schools
annual Miss Pan American lhroughuut the eountry . inU niv e r s ity S c holarship cluding Harvard, Tulane and
Calvcston .
Pageant.
ti. me e ting [or those in Ci cc:1red for lower classmen,
terested will b conducted F e b. the program will include in:m. a lli .:111 p.m in Uw niversity tensi,·e at·mlenuc preparation
t'enter :ll14.
and a s tipend . i\pplications
Th ose e nte r i ng mu s t be a,·a ilab lc
t h ro ug h
the
between lhe ages of 17-211, ancl a
nin•r,..,i ty Counseling l'enler in
Pa n 1\mcr ican s tudent. The l 'ruYCI'Sll\ ( 'en l e1· HI!! mus t be
wmn r r will recei ve a ,,2511 subni ilte(i m eMl} March.

TEATRO DEL OL is making
plans a nd preparatio ns for
"Semana de la Raza." Ar·
mando Castro, president of the
new campus organization,
explains the concept of the

teatro
· ·Teatros are short skits. acts,
or acto
They are usu a Uy
comical or satiri cal situa tions
cxposmg social problems or a
true-to-life nature... he said.
"\\'e p rform in public places
\qthout set.-; an<.! scrnen. We
don. I consider our actors
protess1on;il, nor do we wear
rnstumes
and
memorize
:-.cripls.
The
hour
long
rrescntatwns l>t•gin and
aecomparued by a guitarist or
two. The guitar is a \'ery bask
un<l unportant element of our
l 'Ullun1l expressfon . ·
P.1ul Clwt'on. rlir ctor and
al'l'lllllpanist. has had e:xpenence m se\'eral leatro of
surnlar desi~n ·He has been a
trern endous ass el with our
organ11.atwn and produl'lion,
l'fforl-;, .. said Castro.
Tlw dub m els and practice$
i \'t'ry •n,ursda) al 5::lll p.m in
l 'ni\Tr:it) Center :nm

,.ire

.. ~1', u r Th, /.,,wk r ~(Twlo !I
Frir. l /.,,u,·, I!I 'l'r11111wn111· .....
1''n1111

c:!fI,, ·~u,19111,11

'151%. cfnc.

220 SOUTW ClOSNH
SO..IIUIIG, TEXAS 79'39

PHOH,
311).2501

THE (.; ·rvf:R 'IT)' CE •
Tf.R HEC' RE,\TTO!'i .irea ufft-r,; studl•nts a plac
lo
sit for those " nothing-lo-do
hours ·
The l l' recrec1tion area was
unginally !orated in the
ballroom . It was moved earl\
th is fall to lhe new l) completed
sec:tmd floor of the ni\'e rsit ,
('entf.'r
·

MONDAY-TUESDAY~WEDNESDAY
9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SA TUR DAY
9:30 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

UNIVERSITY
RECD.RD SHOP
--.ll NEXT TO
" NO RIGHT

TURN
ON RED ''
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Baseballers Split Opener In Wet Houston
By JAN MAYNARD
The Pan American Baseball
Broncs got off to a slow "wet"
start as they opened the 1975
season with a 5-4 loss to the
University of Houston Cougars
of the Southwest Conference on
saturday.
The Broncs rallied to win the
second game of the doubleheader Sallu-day, 6-5. and then
split again with U of H on
Sunday by losing the first game
4-2 and winning the night cap 52.
Although, there was rain
throughout the entire first
game, the Broncs managed to

play fairly well. They gathered
eight hits including a home run
by left-fielder Joe Hernandez,
one stolen base by third
baseman Craig Sebek t and it
was slippery, folks! J and committed only one error.
Ron Edquist started the
opener for Pan Am and was
relieved by John ( Snuffy J
Dukes in the fifth. Dukes
received the loss as the Cougars
scored the winning run in the
bottom of the seventh.
The second game started off
much better for Pan Am when
Hernandez hit his second home
run of the day over the left-field

fence in the top of the first inning. He knocked in centerfielder John McLish, who was
on first. The score was 2-0. The
Broncs maintained the lead
throughout the game with good
pitching by starter Jim Proctor
and fine relief work by Wally
Lanfranco. who got credit for
the 6-5 win. Pan Am collected
five hits, had three stolen
bases; one each by Hernandez,
catcher Ronnie Lair and Sebek
r that speedster again l committed no errors. The conditions
needed for good baseball were
lacking as both teams played on
an extremely wet outfield and a

eight hits, including a home run
muddy infield.
Jack Ewing, a junior college by Sebek.
transfer from Temple, started
Pan Am's record setting
the opener on Sunday and was short-stop Rick Brockway I who
relieved by Dukes in the fifth. stole 61 bases for the Broncs
Houston had the Broncs down at last season 1 managed to steal
one time by a score of 4-0, but second and third base in that
Pan Am struggled back and game to chalk up two to his
scored two runs. They collected credit this season.
six hits and committed only two
Pan Am now stands 2-2 while
errors.
opening their home season
Scott McGlamory, in his first against the University of Texas
start for Pan Am, pitched quite at Arlington this Saturday and
well as he was the only Bronc Sunday. Grune time is 1 p.m.
pitcher to notch a complete And remember. folks, a "slow"
game. The Broncs helped his start usually means a "fast"
cause by s<'oring five runs on finish.

Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21Scientific.

$125.00:

l)Jow $125.00 buy ;
More power than our HP-35. ;l'.2 pre-programmed function,; anti operation,;; \'"· 22 for
our I !P-~5. The I !P-'2 I performs nll Ing and
trig functions, the lnttcr in radian-; or degrees.
It's our only calculator short of the I IP-45 that
lets you:
• convert polc1r to rectangular coordinates, and
ba k agc1in t- P,- R);
• do full rc~ister arithmetic (M+, 1-, IX,
t+);
• calculntc a common antilog (!OX) with a
"inglc keystroke.
The ! lP-21 also performs all basic data
manipltlation" ( I /x, y', \'x, ") and executes
all pre-proµra111111cd f unclioni; in one second or
lcs .. !n c;um, it'.: dcsigm:d to solve tomorrow·.
problem.;; il~ \\'di as tod;iy'o::.
Smaller size.

(1

ounces vs q ounces for our

HP-~5
Full display formatting. The display key 1.DSP)

lets you choo e bcl,,·een hxed decimal and
scientific notation .ind lets you control the num-

her of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
u cs all l·O digits internally.)
If a number is too large or ,:;mall for fixed

decimal display, the I [P-21 switchc automatic-ally to scientific. Tt never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-'.21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique
logic sy,;tem mean,:; for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worryin~ about hierarchies or re-structuring beforehand.
• You can solve all problems your way-the
way you now use \\'hen you use a slide rule
• You solve all rrohlems-no matter how complex-one step at a time. You never work
with more than two number,; at once.
• You sec all intermediate answers immediately.
The I-IP-21 cxcctites each function immediately after you pres,; the function key.
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The
l-lP-J I performs all operations equentially.

• You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The I--IP-21 becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship, One reason Nobe!
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new HP-'.21 with

your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125 .00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 00538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.

Sale~ and ,cr\'ice
Dept h5,

frC1111 17'.! offices in b5 caunme,.
I').~ 10 Pnrncrid~c ,\\'cnuc, Cupenino, CA Cl501.f

• uc~,--r,•,( ,,tall rri.:e e,du,lin~ appli ..ablc ,tatc ;in.! Inc-al taw<C.w11wn1al U ,\ , ,\\;i,l,a ~ I fa1,Jii ,
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UT Golfers Grab Pan Arn Win
The University of Texas'
collegiate golfers led the field
and came up with the win in the
third annual Pan American
University
Intercollegiate
International Golf Tournament
in Monterrey Feb. 12--15. The
site of the competition was the
beautiful Club Carnpestre
course.
Five players from each team
finishing 54 holes of play in
three days with the best four

scores from each team being
added together for the team
championship totals.
Texas won first place with an
871, followed by Arizona State
University, 873; Louisiana St.ate
University, 875; Oklahoma
State, 887; Brigham Young,
888: University of Oklahoma,
893; University of Alabama,
895; New Mexico University,
900; Oral Roberts from
Oklahoma, 904; Southern

JOCKE'f

ARROW
Stort> For !\kn
Free Gift Wrapping the year. round.

! HAGGAR

FLORSHEIM

~

CANTU'S
PHARMACY
511 South Closner
383·1239

ROFFLER

Of McAllen
Professional Hairstyling For Men and Women
1013 Wisteria
McAllen
, , Mile North Of
686-1511
Nolana Laa

off

•

Nar11> 10111 Streel

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL
ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY
l 807 North 10th

McAllen

FOR YOUR SMOKING PLEASURE.
IMPORTED
CIGARS. CIGARETTES AND PIPES
QUALITY SMOKING ACCESSORIES

WOODEN INDIAN
[Io£act!o
EL CENTRO MALL

dhopJi~
PHARR-McAU.,EN

787-8621

0 A.M. TO 9 P.M'.

the

ALLEY
SHOP
Jum,
~~ 

"WHERE FASHION 1$ FUN ..

BEHIND THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
EDINBURG

Methodist,
907;
PAN
AMERICAN, 909; San Diego
State, 916; University of
Colorado, 928, New Mexico
State, 931; and the University of
Anahuac de Mexico, 939.
Individually, the medalist
was Charles Gibson of Arizona

State, 209; second was Mark
Bedillion of Texas, 210; Mike
Schroder of LSU, 213; Dale
Blackburn of Texas, 215; Jim
Neiford of Brigham Young, 216;
Steve Walser of Oklahoma, 217;
Richard
Karbowski
of
Alabama, 217; Gary Jacobson

Co-Rec Volleyball
Those intramural people are
doing it again! More volleyball
games are being played. Last
Wednesday
the
Spikers
whipped the Veterans in two
st.raight romps 15-7, 15-8. The
Newman-II squad rolled uncontrolled over the ROTC 15-10,
15-4 while the Campers did
likewise to the BSUers 15-10, 15-

9.

Tyrones
Visit PAU
James and Wayne Tyrone,
who left a lasting mark on the
avid baseball fans in the early
70's returned to Pan Am last
week to wish Bronc baseball
coach, Al Ogletree a happy
birthday and to view a couple of
the Basketball Broncs spectacular victories.
James said that he had been
following the winning record of
the Broncs, as they continued to
unprove an almost perfect
record, through the media.
James' brother, Wayne, said,
''1 hope to make it to the big
leagues this year. I'd like to be
traded. I'm playing a position
now where there is a lot of
young players."
~~

~

Letter

To The Editor
Five Pan .American students
organized a bowling team to
participate in the regional
tournament held at the
University of Houston; when
the school offered no financial
assistance, local businesses
contributed money to finance
the trip.
The Pan Am team placed
third out of a field of 22. First
place went to LSU and second
went to the University of
Houston. Pan Am beat teams
from Texas, Texas A&M and
other universities in Texas who
have bowling facilities located
on their own campuses.
Let's hope that future teams
will not encounter these difficulties in trying to raise
money from the University.
Remember that basketball,
football, baseball and tennis are
not the only sports around. Let's
show this nation that Pan
American has a well-rounded
athletic program.
We would like to acknowledge
tbe following businesses for
their help: First State Bank of
Edinburg, First National Bank
of Edinburg, Hidalgo Savings
and Loan of Edinburg, Park
Bowl of Edinburg, Grapefruit
Bowl of Mission, Valley Bowl of
McAllen, Edinburg Citrus
Association, Fitzpatrick and
Osment of Edinburg, Villarreal
Development Corp. of Edinburg
and Valley Welding Supply of
McAllen.
Sal Loya
Member of Bowling Team

The Latin Jokers finished off
the evening's contests with a

roughshod run o-ver the
Newman-I group 15-7, 15-5.
The next night the Campers
came out of their bag again with
a 16-14, 10-15 and 15-3 win over
the Veterans. The Newman-II
people out-played BSU 7-15, 1510 and 15-10; while the !K's
wrath was taken out on the
Smoke Eaters by way of a 14-16,
15-9 and 15-12 win.
The ROTC beat the Spikers in
two straight games, but no
scores are available on that
one. By the way, the softball
deadline is Feb. 19 at noon
l that's today, ya 'll l so keep
those cards and letters rolling
in to the intramural office in the
old gym.

of Arizona State, 218; JOSE
MARTINEZ of Pan Am, 219;
Jerry Pate of Alabama, 220;
Randy Simmons of Texas, 221;
Jaime Gonzalez of Oklahoma
State, 221; Frank Gusmos of
LSU, 221; and Jeff Thompson of
Arizona State. 221.
Coach Tony Guerrero of Pan
Am considered the tournament
a ··huge success," which was
proven by the fact the Club
Campestre officials asked that
the tournament be held on their
course again next year. The
golfers from the 22 colleges
conducted themselves at all
times in a gentlemanly manner,
which gave the tourney the
success-factor it had. The
course was in ideal condition, as
was the weather, for the
tournament. The people of Club
Campestre, according to
Guerrero, were most hospitable
as they always are.
The Broncs themselves
finished as follows: Jose
Martinez 76-73-70-219; Allan
Jones 72-76-76-224; Bruce
Martins 77-76-75-228; Jerry
Smith 85-75-78-238; and Jesse
Lucio 81-80..83-24'1..

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBURG

~'Where People Are
Really... Our Business''
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..
CALIFORNIA THREADS
DITTO'S
HAGGAR
DONN KENNEY
BOSTONIAN
GOLDEN VEE
FRITIZ or ca1uornia
LANGTREE

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

lemole S ra.duoles ...

( looking for job nllernnlives?
Receive o direct

commission as a
lieutenant.

Receive over $700.00
per month.

•• *

Apply immedinrely to
insure n job when you
graduate.

...

Serve os on Anny
Officer for 2 years.

...

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:

ILT SUSAN JANOVSKY
USA SAORC
8630 Broadway

San Antonio, Texas
nut of town call
225-5511. Ext 4548
APPLY NOW TO RESERVE YOUR JOB FOR MAY OR JUNE
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•

VIKKI CARR
IN CONCERT
BOB FLOR ENCE, MUSICAL DIRECTOR

FEBRUARY 23, 8:00 P.M.
P.A .U. FIELD HOUSE
P.A .U. STUDENTS $4.00

GENERAL ADMISSION $5.00

Tennis Broncs Take Two
To Go
'pedaLizing in White Flour
'l'aco & Tortilla s
2263
Phone
Pc<·an M(' Alle n 682..0921

ALAMI,

HEE E, LETT

POOR BOY
SANDWICH

69c

ONLY

POOR BOY DRIVE-IN
1020 W. UNIVERSITY
383-6791
EDINBURG
From Fim• Arts Hlct;

1 ,\corns.·

a : :a. ,

P a u Am er ica n 's intr epid
netters have clinched threeslnuuht dua l match victories
and arc looking a head lo more.
The ten nis bunch bea l Bav lor
l,d Friday for Coa ch Dennis
Conner 's 5Hth ca reer win a t Pan
i\m, wh iuh is a recor d.
The-) ui d n' l slop t11er e,
however, lhl• Broncs came out
smoking the ne xt da v I Saturcla) 1 .md l>lanked Lh~ Lamar
University gang 0-0 fo r Conner's 57th win. Thal \\ in
:1venged 11 !J-U loss that Pan Am
suff •rctl at Lhe hc1 n<.ls of Lam,Jr
lat ~ear
Parn Ceron came buck fr om
near extmct ion to take Lht• :'\o I
singles match against Ca rlos
Lopez ;1-1;, 7-«i anti 11-:1 while thl'
, 'o. :l Pllil i\m st•cd, Antonio
Hartmann. carried on to win his
game ovL•r (; urT~ c:onws 1-h , i-li
and li-J.
lhn•c Pan Am doubl(•s
teams lvok Ull'ir matdws lrom
the l,..1111.-11 ll'a111 111 straight

and only one man is missing
from that team.
This contest will be the last

St'ls.

GOI G HIGH for the rebound i Bronc center Julies Howard
, :t! ,. Watl'h111g lht! ;ict wn is Pan Am's leading rebou nde r Gilbert
King , ~11,, ,Johr1i\kDo\1di 1 ~-Ii .i nd Jesus Guerra 1121.

home match £or lhe Broncs
until March :1 when they host
the University of Tennessee.

-nw

•

P...1n .\m hosts Tex,1.- \ , .\ I in
,1 um1l match 11L Or\"illt· I 1·0:-.:
Lennis sladiulll Fridc1~ at 1 p.111
The Broncs droppl•d ;111 11- l
dcdswn tu lh1• 1\ ~i1•s las! yP,H',

Basketball
Pan \111's houm·111g l\ror!l's
Sill\ tlwa 11: L! ;Jll!I' II lllllrng
streak sn,tppt-d 1111 ,, pL•nlou:( olormlo 1·0,Hl -lnp 11 hi!'11

Opl'II : Mon t hru Sat.
9:30 a .m. to 7:30

RohlL-;l Gt•rman
pec·iallie.

fb 1w•11
!111- f,fi

aterin~
For pec•ial
01·casiom

.'·111d\\ khl•s

-\Jul
Pas tril'S

,,

CHICKEN IS BETTER!

. .,

HAMBURGERS ARE BETTER!

AND DECIDE
.r

.. ._.'}1l
,_

.1

FOR YOURSELF

LIVE MUSIC
FEATURING
''WHITE WING''

upL•n<•tl 111th a L!.illll' aw1111s1 tl11•
\tr Furn• \ l' itd1•11I\
Tlw

nilll'd p:1:-.t
\\

1th

uw·

l~ni111 •.~
!101nin:1111 •p , w ·-

WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
THE BEST IN

t·unhr11.: Lu l '11,11:h \h • Li..•111pns.
part cit tlll' ~ il!III'
\larsh,JII lfoger. 11;i s /ll't"h,ips
the 1111!} Brum bngh1-1~1int \\llh
:!ti p01nl.s for the t 1 \'t.'nlll!.! .Juhl's
llm\ard popped in II! \1hih·
Jtsus (1ut·rrn had niruThe ho1111: lt.'ain ;ourfll•_, t•d to
lhl• Dem·l I l 'rn\'L•rsit, tour I
and µickt.•d up their :i'11u, win
«lc!.l Jnst t \\ 1> losst•s with
7:l-tili
pi,ssmg of the h1gh-t·1L, l>nunt· rs . Hog._•rs once again lt•d Lht·
toffclrt ,, ith ~!I p0111ts t; iHwrt
In l'\"C!'}

PROGRESSIVE
COUNTRY MUSIC

,i

Kmg z1ppt'cl-in l(i points 11hilt•

big .John ;\,1t[)owl'll netted Jri
The Brun<.:s returm:d hnnw
for a ganw with the l 111,·t•rsll,
ot S!lulhern :\-1i ·. 1ss1pp1 lcJs°t
night. no scores an• arnllabk
Tlw lc1st honw l.!a 11 1t· lur llw
Hrci n l's is Fl·b. 25 c1g.i1n:,t

Tri nit} l 'mn:n,i t}

-

...

-

_

__._..

___ __

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

I

I_

$1

°~N~ FF~MIL y SIZE PIZZA

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

NOW IN ITS-~
4th BIG

♦'..•

PC

-~.-.M
SERVING YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES
POOL & FOOSBALL, TOO!

FEBRUARY 22
LIVE MUSIC
FOR YOUR LISTENING ENJOYMENT
3001 EAST IIIWAY 83

464-9007

DONNA

Pan American
Classified Ads

BOARD

STARTS FRIDAY AT THE

C I T R us OF EDINBURG

Twenty ce<\ts ii line with a
ml!'imum of Sl each lnserlion
payable tn advance.

FOR SALE; GOLF CLUBS - Gene
S..ruen by Wilson. Irons 1 lhru 9
plus P.W. and puller; wood~; drive
and no. 3 wood. Excellent condillon.
SBS.00. Phone Sifl MIiiigan 383-1926.

{Cont. From P-1)
bond sale. the action must be
coaches' salaries were not approved by the Coordinating
di. russed.
Board, Texas College and
Keith Kennedy Jr., vice- University system.
president of financial affairs at
The board affirmed an earlier
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - Thesi•·
Pan Am, told the board the administrative decision to
reports, research papen, Electric
First National Bank of Dallas dismiss employee Hector L.
typewriter. Reasonable rates. Call
had purchased $860,000 in ad Garcia. After the meeting was
3'3-6918.
valorem tax bonds. The board adjourned. Atlas and Cardenas
also authorized the calling for both said they had read the open
bids on $1.5 million in revenue meetings law and interpret it to
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
bonds on March 12.
allow the committee to meet in
cRvovr.c 01v1s10N
Prior to lhe proposed revenue dosed session.
w.R. GRACE & coMPANY
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ; ; ; __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;__;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...... EO U IP MEN T
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A c;arearopportunlly
with Southwest
ules organitallon
ol
manufacturer

TV Newscasters Shouldn't Be Entertainers
B)

fAKK BURCH

" 'e\\S doesn't belong on
TV." said Bou Richardson.
news c!irct:tor of KRGV-TV.
"Tl' le-. 1sion is an enlerl:.iinrncnt medium. A lot of
news c<1sts arc starting to look
like u,e Smothers Brothers ...
H1ch<1rdson addressed an
.issembl) of law enforcement
officers :.ind tudents last
\\'ednesua)- Th 1mp~l'l of the
media 11n public altitude
to,1,trds law enforcement
agcnt1cs wHs the concern of the
assembl;
t ~·an apprec;iale lhe

problems ur law offil:ers,"
<:xplamcd Hichardson ·The\
arC' Lht• most unuerp1mi,
overworked and highest risk
profession J c..rn think of. Thev
hc1vt• lung hours llf d:mgerous
and hazaruous assignments.
um! ..r cc11nplex network of forms
;ind reports to work with .•·
H1dwrdson went on to describe
lhl' rdationship between news
1111.'dia ;md W\\ enforcement
;,rJ.:(•m·1es as cooperative.
He noted that news coverage
can jeopardize the eif1ciency of
1;1 legal investigation in some
c:ases. Policemen are nC1l

ohli~aled lo the news media.
but are public serv.inls.
r<•sponsiblc to the communil\ in
which the\ scl've
·
Rulph ·rnrn ford. a PAC
tudcnl. ()OS('U c1 question of his
co,·cragc of the P /\ LV'L'T
merger Crawford referred to
R1charus11n·s privileged alt ndant'l' al lhe Feb 5 ton1mittee llll'C lmg of the bocinl of
r cge11G.
l \\ a~ persistent. ..
said Hwhan!son.
not
pnvilegt'd
I \\as also .iw,1n•
of lltC' 'l'i•x;1 s Open :\lt•i•tml.!s
f ,.1,1. "Inch did not p1:rl11111 In
this 1wl'lim· ··

As for the role of the law
enforcement officer, Richardson said police and politics
needed to be as separate as I
church and st.ate.

In response to a question of
irresponsibility
of
news
reporters violating laws en
route to an accident or scene of
crime, Richardson referred to
personal
policy
and
professional ethics as journalism
cannons,
which
newsmen abide by. He said
newsmen are subject lo
reprimand and
citation.

of

packa9f11 r,

nd

::,t:,:::i~;::.·,:::·
Excellent pay

US!ry.

Promotional opportunlty
Company Vl?hicle
Full expense account
fochnicla11 mus! travel soulhwest
area <Texas. Oklahoma, Louisfana,
and Arkans.ast servicing and in•
stalHng packag,ng equipment

Ele<.lromech;amcal experumc.e or
tra ining is required. Specific
equ,pment experience not necessary
a• we w,11 lntin on the fob. We are
looking for II young, aggressive
lndlvidu,11 who ,s looking lor a
career. Two years college preferred
bu1 1101 required. Mllllary service
experience consldered. Plea•• send
resume to CRYOVAC. 2615 Avenu~
E East, Suite I or. Arlington. TX
16011 . Equal opportunity em plover .

Wl·,l>:'-!•;S1>11 Y,Fl•,HKU/ll{Y

J!1,

l!J75 THT-: J>i\l\ ,\.\.lEHJCA'.\ J:W'.\BnH;. TEX S JJA(;f•. fl

Music Lounge Peaceful Change
If you wanl Lo r11cl'l v.1lh your
friends, study or listen to your
faivorite tw1cs, you ean find the
nt·tcssai·> ,qu1pnwnl lo cJo i;o in
the Umversil.} Center music
loum,:t·

The rr-ius1c: lou11g1.: is lo{·ated
rm tlw U1 mJ floor of the hmldmg.
lt 11, equipped with four t:..1binel
stereu st•ts Eiich set is

l'quipped with ,l turntable, mnl
[111 rcid10 and .m eight trc1c:k
lapt• player
I lcadscLo; will be provided lo
the student. tn order that each
m,1•r ean listen to a chfferenl
l)l'>c of IJIUMl'. The four-<.:vnsuk

set

1s t·apable

of

providing

111us1t for Iii listeners.

Eac:h l'Onsole's soW1d quahty
can lie controlled while U1e
SERVI EON Al.I. MAKES

vt,lunw <:an be controlled from
the hec.1dscl.s. Students can
check out headsets free of
char~c w1lh Pan Am ros on the
second floor of the UC for use in
the music lounge
Tony Vela, director of student
..1div1ties .s;.i1d records .ind
llllpes will be available to
stutlcnts shorlly, he encourages
students to bring their own Wltil
Lhcn

Ticket Holders
Student lleket holders for the
Vikki (',u-r
torwcrl will be
.illO\\CU to enter Lllrough l.he
north doors in Lhe Pan
American University Field
House for 8W1ch1y's concert.
PARTS

ACCESSORIES

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER
Your Kawasaki D •all!r in lhC' Metro Arca
2 1 , Miles nrlh 281
1 1 Mill' East

i87-9091

Pharr

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FHEE MAKE-UP LE

O S

1\rn Couv<'niC'nl I A1C'alions
'.'l!I l·,.i: t ('anu

1.,11, W. University

PAUB participated in lhe annual Charro Da}s Celebration in Brownsville, Februar) 5-a.
Shown in the extreme top is PAUB's float Las Soldaderas ... Pictured al the buttonl left
hand corner I IrR l are participants Gloria Torres. Ana F:. Cuellar. Mrs. Vivian Pi>m1enter,
elda Alcala. Cynthia Bcbon. Mr Amigo Pedro Varga • internationally known singerarlist. Lydia Garcia, Frances Guillen and Minnie Campos. At right is a shot of the front of
the P/\UB float. PHOTOS By GIL <.:ASTJLLO

PA UB Enters Celebration
Pan J\.Juerican Um\'er~1ly al
Brownsville spon:,;ored u noal

for
Bro\\nsvilll''s
{'harro Uay:, Feb.

annual

~1

The AirForce Pilot has it
made. Air Force ROTC
will help you make it.
Here's hov. .
If' ~·ou qualify. the.• /\ir Force ROTC' will pm\'irlt· the fl_ving les:;ons. It'll be in a small
light airplane: hut -)toll're started toward.·
the day when _vou'll solo 1n an Air I•orce jct.
That's onl\' one of' the b •nefit:-- of the Atr Force
ROT Prc;1-,rram. Consid t· all thi~:
, cholarships that c:over full tuition. Plu.
reimbursement for textbooks. Plus laL and
I ncic.lental fees.
Plus $100 n month, lax-free, to use as vou like.
In lt•rested'? .,on tud

I.I , Col. t<ennNh W

R>chmond

Pl TIT \1.1.T()(;}•:TIIEH I. . .\IHFOH.CEHOTt'

The float v.ascnt~r11d with the
cooperation and support uf Vr.
Ralph i\. Penington, director of
the Brownsvtlle c:enl~'r .ind Z..lrs

Vivian
Perrnenl r.
admin1strativ assistant \.1rs
Letty Green, member of P,\UB
Libra,) suiff, 1n1s appointed to
design and sur>erv1sc lhe
construction of the float ,\s the
title anti theme. Mrs. r.reen
chose · 1~s Soldaderas '.
The .setting depicted a war
scene in which the women who
followed their men inlo battle
during the 191-l Mexican
Revolution are protecting a
cannon used lo fight for the

ideals of the poor people o[
southern Mexieo.
Riding on U1e float were:
Bebon
graduate
student, Franecs c:u1llen.

C) nthia

Minnie Campos. Gloria Torres.
Ana Cuellar. Lydia r.c1rcia.
Nelda Akala. fac·ult) secretary
and sen'ior tutlent.s. Costume:.
were cle. igncd and mac! b~
!\lrs. Bellon . .Jeep dri\'er w..is
Adrian Zarale. undergraduate.
~1<•t•o111panietl b) prnfes or
l'l,ris Cleurmar' and ;\,Ir and
Mrs. Nelson Permenter.
,\lsc, t~iking p.irt in lhe float
conslruct1on and prcparatl()ns
wt:rt· .Tudg~• Ed Sarabia and
Bud,, If Care},
gr:idua lit
sluuents: Raul :\ll·ndcz, Luis

, ·1etn, H11~rman 1\\<1h1. '.\ltnnil'
Campns and l..t;ltl

r:n:,•n.

GEORGE•s
-n- FACTORY
LEATHER

BOUTIOUE

